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When the Ventilator dropped in 1990, it’s use of color and 
silhouette lines were bolder and more expressive than what 
was commonly seen at that time. Now, these same colors and 
silhouette lines make it a sneaker central to changing the way you 
stand out. So grab a pair, grab your crew, and go do something 
that is just as bold as the shoe you have on your foot.
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on the cover: leighton 
meester photographed  
by felisha tolentino. stylist: 
sean knight. hair: bethany 
brill. makeup: kirin bhatty 
for lancôme. manicurist: 
blondie at exclusive artists 
using nars. retouching: 
michaela dalzell. vest 
and bodysuit by hilfiger 
collection, pants by denim  
& supply ralph lauren. 

this page: ali michael 
photographed by ben  
rayner. shirt by ralph  
lauren collection,  
model’s own earring.
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album and upcoming 
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release the boyish 
rebel within. 
photographed  
by fumi nagasaka. 
styled by  
michael kozak 
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free style
model al i  michael 
t alks karaoke 
and other odd 
obsessions.  by 
l isa mischianti . 
photographed by 
ben rayner.  styled  

by james rosenthal
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and games with nick 
jonas is even more 
than we expected. 
by marissa smith. 
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hip-hop collect ive 
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waves in minneapolis. 
by safy-hallan farah. 
photographed by kyle 
kot ajarvi
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american snacks. 
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by jonathon 
kambouris.  styled  

by angela campos 
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the month’s best art , 
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music,  and more
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bag check
snoopy and the  
gang hang out  
with our favorite  
fal l  accessories. 
packed by  

dani st ahl 

photographed by silja magg. from left: 
jumpsuit by libertine, turtleneck by dkny, 
earring on right ear by laruicci, earring in 
left ear by oscar de la renta, necklace by 
chanel, silver stacked rings by iosselliani, 
cuff by i still love you nyc, stylist’s own 
coat; coat by dkny, dress by chanel, 
turtleneck by american apparel, shirt 
around neck by daang goodman for tripp 
nyc, necklace by anna sui, clear bracelet 
by alexis bittar, metal chain bracelet 
by laruicci, rings on left hand by alexis 
bittar, cube ring on right hand by laruicci, 
horn ring on right hand by chris habana.
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— L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R

declarations of independence
Growing up, my family would hop 
in the car and road-trip at least 
once a year. I remember dozing off 
in the back of our station wagon—
torso craned all the way across 
the middle seat onto my sister’s 
shoulder—and waking up in an 
exciting new place. 

My dad would research 
destinations (not an easy feat, 
pre-Google)—everywhere from 
Newport, Rhode Island, to Cocoa 
Beach, Florida. We ate saltwater 
taffy in Mystic, Connecticut,  
fished in streams in backwoods 
Georgia, and barked back at 
walruses in San Francisco.  

Every November, our America 
Issue celebrates some of the 
amazing things to love about  
our country. When we first sat 
down to brainstorm, a lot of us 
shared a similar fondness for  
good old-fashioned Americana.  

We reminisced about the unique  
spots that have been burned in  
our memories (have you seen  
the world’s largest pistachio  
in Alamogordo, New Mexico?)  
and are still some of the coolest 
places to visit. Check out a  
few of our favorites in “Weird, 
Wonderful America” on page 116. 

Also in this issue, our photo 
director Beth Garrabrant opens 
up about her long-standing 
infatuation with the ultimate 
American girl: Barbie, who’s 
totally having a fashion moment. 
Alexander Wang discusses being 
the first U.S. designer to be chosen 
for a coveted H&M collab. And  
the story that had all of us buzzing 
(literally and figuratively!) this 
month: our taste test, starring  
the regional American snack  
foods we grew up with and  
still not-so-secretly enjoy. 

Last but not least, our cover star, 
Leighton Meester, pretty much 
embodies the American dream. 
After achieving television super-
fame, she’s been busy carving a 
new path, finding a second life in 
music and movies (not to mention 
living the fantasy of Blair Waldorf 
and Seth Cohen dating IRL). 

As I write this, I’m getting  
ready for our It Girl event, where 
our new friend Charli XCX is 
performing. And I’m feeling  
the holidays creeping up. So  
before “Jingle Bells” starts and  
the first flakes fall, I’m thinking 
it could be time to hit the road. 
Who’s with me?

@heymichellelee





In terms of design,  
@NylonMag is  
killing it right now! 
MICHELLE
@MICHELLEUZOMBA

Smart move putting 
Tavi on the cover 
@heymichellelee!  
I’m so obsessed  
with her right now  
@NylonMag.
MEGAN
@MEGANPORTORREAL

#mynylon
tag your nylon 
collection  
on instagram 
and your pic 
could appear 
right here.

This month’s issue  
of @NylonMag is  
the best ever!
CAM
@CAMSCHILLA

nylon.com

instagram 
@nylonmag

twitter  
@nylonmag

facebook.com/
nylonmagazine

letters@nylonmag.com

nylon letters
110 greene street 
suite 607
new york, ny
10012

hit us up!

dear nylon,
I cannot express in 
words the love I have 
for your magazine. 
Thank you for doing 
what you do and 
please do so forever. xo
SOPHIA TRINIDAD 
VIA EMAIL

Reading what Tavi 
Gevinson’s friends  
say about her in  
@NylonMag makes  
me admire her even 
more. #truegem
KELLY
@KELLYMPONTES

@ A L L U R I N G _ B L V D
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I’ve got @charli_xcx 
ringing in my ear 
from last night’s rad 
@NylonMag party. 
Congrats on the 
amazing cover  
@tavitulle!
DIARRHA
@DIARRHAXO

@NylonMag  
always recommends 
the best music!
KYRA
@KYRABENNETTS
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glam 
rock

GET THE LOOK: 
lancôme color design 
infinité 24h crease-
free luminous eye 
shadow in timeless 
taupe, $25; lancôme  
la base pro hydra glow 
illuminating makeup 
primer, $40; lancôme 
le crayon poudre powder 
pencil for the brows 
in brunet, $26; lancôme 
blush subtil delicate 
oil-free powder blush, 
$30; lancôme rouge 
in love high potency 
lipcolor in sultry 
simplicity, $28.50; 
bumble and bumble 
cityswept finish,  
$29; bumble and bumble 
styling lotion, $28.

It’s really hard to make Leighton Meester look 
bad. Reminiscing over her most memorable 
roles as the psycho frenemy in The 
Roommate, Southern cutie in Country Strong, 
and preppy Blair Waldorf in Gossip Girl, you 
have to admit it: The girl always looks good. 
And with her debut album, Heartstrings, 
finally getting a proper release on October 
28, she’s taking a turn for indie-rock cool. 
For our cover shoot, the style inspiration 
was music muses from the 1960s and ’70s. 
Think: Anita Pallenberg and Edie Sedgwick. 
“Leighton’s also a performer herself,” adds 
stylist Sean Knight. “So there was a bit of a 
Ziggy Stardust-meets-Sergeant Pepper thing 
going on.” Knight had been eager to style 
someone in Tommy Hilfiger’s star-spangled 
Chelsea boots since he first laid eyes on 
them, and was thrilled to learn of the issue’s 
America theme. “They couldn’t have been 
more perfect, and Leighton rocked them like 
nobody’s business!” he says. Makeup artist 
Kirin Bhatty gave Meester a metallic taupe 
eye, crimson lip, and dewy skin to match. To 
complete the rocker vibe, hairstylist Bethany 
Brill used a mix of texturizing spray, styling 
lotion, and hair spray to create “second day” 
messy locks while Meester sang a heroic 
rendition of Mariah Carey’s 1996 classic 
“Always Be My Baby” to the delight of 
everyone on set. p
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Different. By design. 

Sip in style with 2 free drinks.   alofthotels.com/wxyzbar

100+ hotels open now and coming soon.

BLAH
 Not on your itinerary. 

Designed for those who love open spaces, open thinking and open 
expression, this is where travel creates possibilities. Where style is 
necessary. Connectivity keeps up with you. Social scenes are vibrant.  
And the only direction is forward. This is Aloft Hotels.

©2013–2014 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, Aloft and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., 
or its affiliates. For full terms and conditions, visit alofthotels.com/wxyzbar. Service of alcohol subject to state or provincial and local laws. Must be of legal drinking age.



The year’s biggest 
film finally opens this 
month and we are 
so pumped! (Just a 
tad Hunger Games 
obsessed around 
here.) So make sure 
to stop by and get 
your Katniss braids, 
District 12 survival 
tips, and updates 
on Hunger Games-
premiere looks.  
May the odds be  
ever in your favor. 

Get to know your favorite bands (like Twin Peaks 
and The Pretty Reckless), and then win tickets to 
see them perform live in your city. We are bringing 
bands to you, because, Seriously, you deserve it. 

LET THE 
GAMES BEGIN

SUPER-
MARKET

ROCK CITY B***H

From plaid 
skirts to leather 
backpacks, 
shop our 
fashion team’s 
obsessions of 
the moment, 
with just  
one click. 

THIS MONTH ON

nylon.com

THANKSGIVING 
DRESSING
You don’t need to wear a 
muumuu to get you (and your 
beloved food baby) through 
that turkey coma come the 
27th. We’ve got you covered 
with our awesome (read: 
stretchy) post-Gobble Day 
outfits. Unless you actually 
want to wear a muumuu,  
in which case, we still  
wish you the best. 

In case you 
somehow 
missed it, we’ll 
clue you in: We 
love Leighton 
Meester. And we 
know you do, too. 
We count down 
the 10 things we 
adore about the 
former Gossip 
Girl, outspoken 
musician, and 
NYLON cover 
star of the 
moment. 

LOVELY 
LEIGHTON
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contributors

safy-hallan farah
writer, minneapolis
interviewed hip-

hop collective grrrl 

prty for “take me to 

funkytown” (page 134).

“i was already a huge grrrl 
prty fan, but now i’m an 
even bigger one! they were 
really fun and engaging—
their energy was awesome!”

hometown: minneapolis
twitter handle: 
@safyhallanfarah
latest discovery:  
the best sandwich joint in 
minneapolis, lu’s sandwiches
playing on repeat:  
kilo kish’s “locket”
online fixation: the-toast.net
compulsively reading: lena 
dunham’s not that kind of  
girl and jay z’s decoded
mode of transport:  
i bus, bike, or walk.
sartorial signature:  
pashmina scarves

sean knight
stylist, los angeles
created the looks seen 

on leighton meester for 

“brave heart” (page 88).

“the first styling job i ever 
had was assisting on a 
shoot with leighton when 
gossip girl first came out, 
so it was awesome that  
i got to style her for my  
first nylon cover! it was  
a real full-circle moment.”

hometown: chicago
instagram handle: 
@seanknight
latest discovery: san onofre 
state beach in san clemente, 
california. it’s been my escape 
during this unbearable  
indian summer.
travel plans: hopefully 
chicago for halloween to  
meet my new niece and 
nephew and help the other 
ones with their costumes!
online fixation: dlisted.com 
and every single episode  
of “willam’s beatdown”  
on youtube
compulsively reading:  
i’m simultaneously collecting 
and re-reading vintage 
editions of all the oz books  
by l. frank baum.
secret skill: i’m pretty  
good at surfing!
sartorial signature:  
vintage levi’s that are  
naturally distressed but  
also tailored for a perfect fit

fumi nagasaka
photographer, brooklyn
shot the fashion  

feature “teenage 

wasteland” (page 96).

“for this story, i wanted 
a specific look for each 
model and location. i think 
everything worked out well!”

hometown: nagoya, japan
twitter handle: @fumitanzen
latest discovery: i’m going  
to become auntie fumi!
travel plans:  
berlin in december 
playing on repeat:  
“dreams” by fleetwood mac
online fixation: tv shows  
on netflix. i was recently 
addicted to the killing.
compulsively reading: 
yahoo! japan
mode of transport: 
the g train
secret skill: basketball  
and karaoke
sartorial signature: i like 
minimal masculine style.

blair waters
executive producer  
of nylon tv, brooklyn
reported on quirky 

american travel 

destinations for “weird, 

wild u.s.a.” (page 116).

“i feel very lucky to work at 
a magazine that would be 
into this story. it made all 
the rest-stop bathrooms of 
the past five years worth it.” 

hometown: a tiny island in 
the caribbean called st. croix 
instagram: @blairlorien
latest discovery: the perfect 
hot sauce, kimkim
travel plans: a sleeper  
cabin on the orient express
playing on repeat: calvin 
johnson’s collection of mix-
tapes that are all totally 
underrated and obscure 
recordings compiled from 
a life of obsessive record 
collecting. each cassette is 
themed–think forgotten girl 
groups from the ’50s, soviet-
era garage rock, and long-lost 
punk bands from the midwest.
online fixation: ebay–for the 
past few months, i’ve been 
collecting found photos of 
strangers kissing. 
compulsively reading: 
crystal eaters by shane  
jones and wolf in white  
van by john darnielle
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By all accounts, it was almost destiny 
that Trademark has become such a 
smash hit. Created by Pookie and 
Louisa Burch, the two sisters come 
from a pretty famous fashion legacy. 
Their former stepmother is Tory 
Burch and dad Chris has nurtured 
plenty of thriving brands, including, 
most recently, C. Wonder. But it 
takes more than a fancy pedigree to 
garner a devoted following. In their 
case, it was three years of planning 
and a clear vision of their aesthetic. 
“Trademark is about a uniform. 
People are really busy—they’re either 
working or in school, and they want 
easy, simple, and beautiful clothes,” 
explains Pookie. By "uniform" they 
mean classic, minimalist American 
sportswear like cozy cable-knit 
sweaters and sharply tailored wool 
coats at an approachable price point. 

It’s what you’d want to wear to  
look effortlessly sophisticated 
without resorting to the world  
of sad business casual.

While their first collection last 
spring was well received, the duo 
kicked it up a notch for fall. They 
just opened up their flagship in 
New York—a three-floor boutique 
with blue-tinted concrete floors and 
pale wood walls. It’s a feat almost 
unheard of for such a young brand. 
“We believe a retail environment 
is a really important element. It’s 
definitely a big endeavor and we 
feel fortunate to have it,” says 
Louisa. Adding to that is their 
latest campaign, a cool collab with 
photographer Jamie Hawkesworth. 
Shot in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 
the documentary-style images 
feature real girls who were cast  
off the street, cementing their 
ability to literally design for  
the everyday all-American girl. 
DIANA TSUI

— F A S H I O N  N E W S

marked 
for success
pookie and louisa burch 
may hail from a fashion 
legacy, but they’re paving 
their own minimalist way.





déjà vu 
denim

— F A S H I O N  N E W S

Brooklyn’s Catbird boutique 
is well known for its posse 
of die-hard followers:  
Everyone from Behati 
Prinsloo to Liv Tyler to Lorde 
loves its stacks of delicate 
baubles. It’s not uncommon 
to walk by the boutique 
on a weekend and find it 
crammed full of beautiful 
girls shopping for that 
perfect piece of tiny jewelry. 
Celebrating its 10th year 
in business, the cool-girl 
emporium is releasing an 
anniversary collection on 
November 1. Consisting  
of six pieces ranging from  
a sleek heart pendant to  
a series of slim, glittery 

H&M Design Award winner Eddy Anemian 
unveiled his collection in January and we’ve 
been anticipating its in-store debut ever since. 
Now, on October 23, the wait is over. Anemian 
drew inspiration from Tilda Swinton in I Am 
Love, painter Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres, 
and his heritage. “I grew up with French taste 
and Armenian roots,” he says. “I wanted to 
translate this into my design with colors, print, 
and texture.” Fun fact: Anemian has also been 
a singer since age 10. And much like us, he's 
currently obsessing over "Gunshot" by Lykke  
Li and the soundtrack of Yves Saint Laurent.  
So he hopes a future project could merge his 
two loves: "My dream is to record a song for  
the next fashion show." EMILY MCDERMOTT

Jean fanatics know that the holy 
grail is a pair of perfectly fitted 
and worn vintage Levi’s. But 
short of taking a road trip across 
America and digging through 
every thrift shop or setting up 
crazy eBay alerts, it might as  
well be an urban fashion legend. 
That is, until Re/Dun launched. 
The brainchild of two veterans  
of the denim business, Sean 
Barron and Jamie Mazur, the 
collection of reworked vintage 
jeans is the stuff of dreams (their 
first pairs sold out within hours). 
Based out of L.A., the duo hunts 
through rag shops all over  
the country for the best pieces 
before tearing them up and 
sewing them into one-of-a-kind 
styles. There are two general 
silhouettes, the straight skinny 
and the relaxed skinny, but each 
pair has its own set of unique 
tears, patches, and even stains. 
And while they might be made 
from old fabric, these are far 
from fragile finds: Wash them 
just like all your jeans. Just  
don't let friends borrow. You  
may never see them again. DT

everything old really is 
new again with re/dun.

get thee to the mall
a perfect 10

rings to the star piece,  
an ice diamond ring, it’s  
a celebration of the 
Catbird culture. “We’re 
growing up alongside 
them and designing 
pieces for the next 
phase of their life," 
explains founder Rony 
Vardi. "It’s a little more 
sophisticated, something 
we feel a woman could 
buy herself to celebrate 
a promotion or to mark 
an anniversary.” Or, 
you know, a birthday. 
DT catbird anniversary 
collection, $64 to $5,800, 
at catbirdnyc.com

sketches  

of anemian's 

original 

designs
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A V A I L A B L E  A T  M A C Y ’ S  A N D  S I L V E R  J E A N S  C O .™  L O F T ,  M I N N E A P O L I S

S I L V E R J E A N S . C O M

A New Feel In Denim. Denim Meet Sweats.
Comfort Meet Fashion. Introducing the 

Silver Jeans Co.TM Joga Collection.

http://SILVERJEANS.COM
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— F A S H I O N  N E W S

Growing up in Louisiana, Dara 
Kent-Cobb would dig through 
her grandmother’s clothes, a 
combination of feminine frocks 
and sharp menswear-inspired 
pieces, to play dress-up. Thanks to 
those fond memories, she found 
herself at the Fashion Institute 
of Technology studying millinery 
before eventually founding her 
line, Preston & Olivia. Named after 
her grandparents, the collection of 
toppers incorporates her classic 
Southern sensibilities with her 
fast-paced New York life. “I was 
inspired by a time when people 
dressed to make a statement—
my grandfather always wore a 
hat when he left the house,” she 
explains. You won’t find any limp 
knit beanies here. Think: fedoras, 
floppy hats, and porkpies in rich 
jewel tones alongside whimsical 
caps adorned with pom-poms. 
And speaking of throwbacks, 
there’s no anonymous fast-fashion 
factory constructing each piece 
either—Kent-Cobb makes 
everything to order. preston  
& olivia hats, $185 to $235  
at prestonandolivia.com DT

keep 
a cool 
head

the bare minimum

j.crew 
does it 
again
Last spring, J.Crew 
collaborated with 
London’s coolest shoe 
brand Sophia Webster 
on a line of colorful heels, 
and for fall, the two are 
back at it again. Webster, 
the protégé of Nicholas 
Kirkwood, is best known 
for her crazy color combos 
and charming details like 
flamingos or butterflies. 
But while she might 
design jelly shoes for 
her own line, this latest 
partnership features 
sophisticated heels with  
a preppy J.Crew twist. 
Made up of seven styles, 
there are sleek black 
T-bars for the color-
phobes, while fans of her 
bold patterns will make 
a beeline for the rose-
covered pumps. Catch 
them on October 22,  
when they go on sale  
at jcrew.com. DT
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Open up the top drawer of your dresser— 
is it full of frilly thongs and lacy bras?  
If the answer is hell no, then Negative 
Underwear is a brand that belongs on your 
radar. Designed by Marissa Vosper and 
Lauren Schwab, the six-month-old line 
has grown a steady following for catering 
to the lingerie-hating girl who wants 
something sexy yet sensible. Made up of 
sleek basics in neutral hues, the minimalist 
pieces feature subtle cheeky touches 
like perforations or mesh. You won’t find 
padded push-ups or over-the-top corsets—
it’s about seamless fabrics that skim the 
figure and not ridiculous underpinnings 
made for the male gaze. Because as they 
put it, “We're not French and we're not 
pretending to have a boudoir. And let's  
be honest, who walks around the house  
in a negligée? Who even owns a negligée?” 
negative underwear, $28 to $80  
at negativeunderwear.com DT





girl most 
likely

did three colors: Stunner, 
Runner, and Gunner. 
Stunner is a classic red 
that’s super beautiful— 
a girl should always have 
a red lipstick in her back 
pocket. Runner is this 
beautiful, deep burgundy 
color; and then there’s 
Gunner, a deep purple, but 
it’s not a gothic purple, 
it’s just a beautiful, bright 
purple that complements 
everything really well.

What inspired the names? 
They’re just funny references 
to my past, although I was 
never a gunner or a runner—
and I’m not sure if I’m much 
of a stunner [laughs].  
But yeah, they just work—
they’re fun names.

And what inspired the nail 
polish color? Well, you 
can have a red nail with 
anything. It’s so timeless. 
And with all the lipstick 
colors, it’s the perfect 
complement because  
the colors aren’t too  
matchy-matchy.

The campaign looks so 
cool! Can you tell me more 
about it?  We wanted to 
do something that was as 
powerful as the colors were. 
We worked with Daniel 
Sannwald, who’s an amazing 
director—he did M.I.A.’s 
“Y.A.L.A.” music video—and 
he was so great. I’m on the 
cover of a business book, 
but it was really new to see 
me as the face of a beauty 
campaign. It was so fun,  
but a little bit terrifying!

Who are some of your all-
time beauty icons? There 
are characters from history 
that I really admire, but I 
don’t get up and say, “I’m 
going to be Brigitte Bardot 
today.” All those women are 
really inspiring, but I think 
that having heroes kind 
of automatically elevates 
people to another place and 
keeps you thinking that you 
can’t be like that idol. That’s 
really the spirit of Nasty Gal, 
being your own idol. That is 
a very philosophical answer 
to a super-easy question. 

nasty gal for m.a.c cosmetics 
lipstick in gunner, runner, and 
stunner, $16 each, studio nail 
lacquer in flaming rose, $12, 
maccosmetics.com. all  
available december 4.

How did you come 
up with the hashtag 
#GIRLBOSS? I built 
the business on social 
media and figured out 
how to talk to people by 
using it. I started this 
company eight years ago 
with my eBay store. The 
book talks a lot about 
resourcefulness, and 
I’ve always been really 
resourceful—I mean, I 
built a business off stuff 
I found at the Salvation 
Army. So, the hashtag:  
If anyone is going to  
talk about the book on 
Twitter or Instagram or 
any social platform, they 
have to use the hashtag 
because that’s actually 
the name of the book. 

And the term 
#GIRLBOSS? There’s 
a movie from the ’70s 
called Girl Boss Guerilla, 
and it’s part of a Japanese 
genre called “pinky” 
films—they’re all female 
revenge films. I love that 
movie. I’m a “girl boss,”  
so it sounded right.  
My editor loved it,  
and it just kind of stuck.

What is your best  
advice for becoming  
a #GIRLBOSS? I would 
say to learn from your 
mistakes. There really  
are no mistakes if you 
own up to what it is that 
you’re doing, what you’ve 
done right, and what you 
think you could do to 
improve. There should 
be no shame in learning 
things, but I think a lot 
of people are ashamed 
to take the risks and be 
deemed a failure. The 
ultimate failure is really 
just giving up—so as long 
as you’re trying, you’re 
successful. I think people 
just need to remind 
themselves of that and 
keep a positive focus  
on what they want.  
The world would be  
a much better place.

— B E A U T Y  N E W S

How did this collaboration with 
M.A.C Cosmetics come about?  
I was introduced to John 
Demsey at Estée Lauder, and 
we started chatting because I’ve 
always loved M.A.C and he loved 
Nasty Gal. Both are irreverent, 
young, and colorful companies 
that really complement one 
another. The collaboration  
was just so effortless.

How did you decide on the three 
lipstick colors, and why did you 
decide to give each a matte 
finish? I love matte lipsticks 
because they last longer. 
Sometimes I just feel a little too 
girly in something glossy—and 
your hair gets stuck in it! We 

We all know her story: After years of selling 
vintage clothes on eBay, Sophia Amoruso 
launched Nasty Gal, an online retailer that’s 
now a multimillion-dollar company—and every 
girl’s favorite shopping destination. After 
her book #GIRLBOSS spent 16 weeks on the 
New York Times best-seller list, we just knew 
she’d keep kicking ass. Here, we chat with her 
about her latest adventure: a limited-edition 
collaboration with M.A.C Cosmetics. And 
yeah, it’s pretty boss. JADE TAYLOR



scent of the season
The best thing about Marni is the women who 
wear it. Seriously, test it for yourself: Chances 
are, your Marni-obsessed friend is the one with 
the singular eye for composition, construction, 
and a concomitant love of surprise. The brand 
ticks all those boxes with this season's limited-
edition release of the Marni Print Celebration: 
basically, two new bottles for their foundation 
fragrances, Marni Il Profumo and Marni Rose. 
The brand might be slightly overstating things 
when they suggest that "the iconic glass bottles 
dematerialize in an opposition of opacity and 
transparency"—but the fact is that both are 
extremely adorable. The two monochromatic 
designs—featuring "a succession of rhythmic 
black vertical stripes," says Marni—both 
feature red and gold accents; inside, you'll find 
reinterpretations of the two classic scents. Marni 
Rose adds Bulgarian rose oil to the woody base 
of patchouli and cedar; raspberry, violet, and 
bitter almond also make an appearance. Marni  
Il Profumo, meanwhile, is a spicier, richer mix, 
with cinnamon bark, cardamom, ginger, and two 
sorts of pepper (black and pink). The only bad 
news? Both scents are limited-edition—they're 
only issuing 3,000 bottles of each one. Cue  
up your perfume-shortage anxieties immediately. 
DIANE VADINO marni print celebration,  
each $185 for 4.1 fl. oz., marni.com
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cult 
appeal
The woman behind the 
1990s’ favorite nail polish 
is back on the scene. Hard 
Candy founder Dineh 
Mohajer has just debuted 
Smith & Cult, a super-styley, 
“5-free” nail lacquer line that 
comes in 30 different colors. 
(The “5-free” bit means that 
your paws will be safe from 
all kinds of nasty chemicals.) 
All 30 of the shades are 
connected to a story in the 
pages of “Diary of a Beauty 
Junkie,” a “very honest and 
unedited” journal inspired 
by Mohajer’s personal life 
and her own wacky beauty 
moments. (Sadly, the book 
won’t be for sale.) Of course, 
the backstories wouldn’t 
matter if the polishes 

Dolce & Gabbana Beauty is one of the fanciest 
beauty brands out there, and the company's 
two “collector’s edition” launches this fall do 
their part in backing up D&G’s rep as the label 
of choice for southern European glamour-puss 
badasses—and for those of us who just aspire 
to the role. First up is a collection riffing on 
one of D&G’s favorite motifs: the ancient coin, 
the image of which has been pressed into The 
Bronzer and The Illuminator powders. (It’s no 
coincidence that the coin features Athena, 
the Greek goddess of wisdom, courage, and 
intelligence—the original southern European 
glamour-puss badass.) A second release puts 
D&G’s sacred, velvety red center stage—as seen 
in The Shine Lipstick in Pure Red and The Nail 
Lacquer in Lover. Consider them a one-two 
punch for achieving Italian insta-glam.  
LAUREN LADNIER dolce & gabbana makeup 
collector’s edition, $25-$51, saksfifthavenue.com

coin collector
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themselves weren’t divine, 
but there’s a happy ending 
here: They are, from Cut the 
Mullet’s vibrant, true blue 
to the perfect combination 
of dark-and-stormy hues in 
Dirty Baby. The packaging—
equal parts grit and glam— 
is just as covetable. “The 
bottle of the polish really 
states the duality of Smith 
& Cult,” says Mohajer 
of her elegant cylinders, 
which look less like a 
traditional polish bottle 
and more like an expensive 
mini-bottle of liquor. As 
for Mohajer’s go-to color: 
“Stockholm Syndrome. It’s 
a beautiful, rich version of 
gray,” she says. “And the 
name is kind of hilarious.” 
DANIELA ARAYA smith & 
cult nail lacquer, $18 each, 
smithandcult.com
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illegally 
blonde
take a cue from the coolest bleached babes 
in music and go platinum this season with 
beauty's newest hair idols. because it's true, 
blondes do have more fun. by jade taylor
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ANN YEE FALL '14   
illamasqua lipstick in 
esp, $26; marc jacobs 
beauty lovemarc lip 
gel in little pretty, $30; 
lipstick queen silver 
screen in stella!, $50; 
obsessive compulsive 
cosmetics lip tar metallic 
in technopagan, $18.

036

It's getting cold outside, so let’s be real: You 
need a moody pout to match your all-black, 
layered ensembles and badass fall attitude. 
So take a cue from hues seen on the runway 
and slap on an unexpected lip color. It's  
so easy looking mean. JADE TAYLOR

the  
shade  
of it all

— M O U T H  O F F
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NANETTE  

LEPORE FALL '14  

 
tom ford lip color matte 

in plum lush, $50; butter 

london moisture matte 

lipstick in ruby murray, 

$22; avon ultra color 

bold lipstick in power 

plum, $8; givenchy le 

rouge limited edition 

burgundy in framboise 

velours, $36.

REBECCA  MINKOFF FALL '14 
 
topshop beauty lips in beguiled, $12; laura mercier crème smooth lip colour in sienna, $27; bite beauty bb for lips in dolce, $24; dolce & gabbana classic cream lipstick in dahlia, $33.



fashion
festa
Livin’ la dolce vita, courtesy of LuisaViaRoma.

When NYLON influencer-at-large Beca 
Alexander received an invitation from 
Italian luxury retailer LUISAVIAROMA  
to frolic in Florence for the sake of  
style, the only question was: What  
time does the plane leave?

A standby Florentine fashion outpost 
since 1930, LUISAVIAROMA now 
celebrates 14 years of international online 
retail, which has gained the store a global 
following. Biannually, the landmark shop 
hosts the FIRENZE4EVER festival,  
a bacchanalian romp for the blogosphere 
and brands, which offers both groups  
the chance to interact face-to-face. 
Attended by major influencers ranging 
from Julie Sarinana of Sincerely Jules  
to Jane Aldridge of Sea of Shoes,  
it’s not an occasion to be missed.

ADVE RTISE M E N T 
LU ISAVIARO M A

This season, the weekend-long event 
ushered in the launch of BLUCITY, 
LUISAVIAROMA’s urban renewal project. 
Accordingly, the festivities culminated  
in a blue-hued fete at the Manifattura 
Tabacchi, an abandoned tobacco factory 
and iconic example of 1930s Italian 
architecture that reopened specifically 
for the party, with a live performance by 
Cris Cab. But before the esteemed guests 
danced under the cerulean lights, they 
first headed to LUISAVIAROMA’s Style 
Lab, where they got to raid a fashion 
closet filled with the likes of Gareth Pugh, 
Valentino, and Dolce & Gabbana to  
present their takes on major fall ’14 trends. 

The influencers then absorbed city 
sights like the Duomo and Piazza Santa 
Maria Novella, as well as collections 
crafted by 20 emerging Brazilian  
designers such as Fabiana Milazzo,  
plus a special capsule collection created  
in collaboration with art enthusiast  
and shoe designer Ernesto Esposito. 

A girl could really get used to  
all this Florentine glamour.
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heavy m
etal

get enamored by these new metallic
 lacquers. #nailg

ameonpoint. 

FROM TOP LEFT: b
urberry

 nail p
olish 

in antiq
ue gold no. 4

45, $
22; sephora 

form
ula x th

e brushed m
etallic

s in 

motiv
ated, $

12.50; g
ucci b

old high-gloss 

lacquer in
 iconic bronze, $

29; opi n
ail 

lacquer in
 with

 a nice fin
n-ish, $

9.50; 

flo
ss gloss nail l

acquer in
 donatella

, $
8; 

cnd vinylux weekly polish in
 plum paisley, 

$10; n
ars nail p

olish in
 sherw

ood, $
20; 

cnd vinylux weekly polish in
 crim

son sash, 

$10; ji
nsoon nail l

acquer in
 heirloom, 

$18; to
pshop beauty m

etallic
 nails in 

cryogenic, $
10; m

ary kay lim
ite

d editio
n 

nail l
acquer in

 night d
iamond, $

9.50; opi 

nail l
acquer in

 th
ank glogg it'

s friday!, 

$9.50; n
ars nail p

olish in
 barents sea, 

$20; obsessive compulsive cosmetic
s 

nail l
acquer in

 distortio
n, $

10; d
eborah 

lip
pmann weird

 science nail l
acquer, $

18; 

sally hansen m
ira

cle gel in
 style m

aker, 

$10; m
.a.c cosmetic

s studio nail l
acquer 

in before dawn, $
12; g

iorgio arm
ani n

ail 

lacquer in
 724, $

20; sally hansen m
ira

cle 

gel in
 super charge, $

10; sephora fo
rm

ula 

x th
e brushed m

etallic
s in

 prophecy, 

$12.50. p
hotographed by shana novak

— C L A W S  O U T
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shine a light
brighten up this season with your skin's new best 
friend: face oil.  photographed by eric t. white

F A C E  V A L U E —

1. sunday riley artemis hydroactive cellular face oil, $125, barneys.com 2. caudalie vinosource overnight 
recovery oil, $52, caudalie.com 3. sonia kashuk radiant boost restorative facial oil, $15, target .com 4. yes to 
blueberries face & neck oil, $16, yestocarrots.com 5. kat burki power trio radiance oil, $125, nordstrom.com 
6. tarte pure maracuja oil, $46, sephora.com 7. bareminerals mineralixirs 5-oil blend, $50, bareescentuals.
com 8. jurlique skin balancing face oil, $50, sephora.com 9. josie maran model citizen 100% pure argan oil, 
$48, sephora.com 10. indie lee squalane facial oil, $32, indielee.com 11. estelle & thild biodefense multi-
nutrient youth oil, $68, net-a-porter.com 12. darphin the revitalizing oil, $50, neimanmarcus.com. hair and 
makeup: michael anthony. manicurist : angel williams at opus beauty. model: kat at wilhelmina.  



walk 
the 
line
these new eyeliners are the 

cat's meow. by jade taylor. 

photographed by ben rayner

— E Y E  O P E N E R
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Alix Brown may be known for a lot of things—most notably: running Shattered Records with the late Jay Reatard, playing bass in Golden Triangle, and DJing parties for the likes of Helmut Lang, Alexa Chung, and Sean Lennon—but she’s also the ultimate eyeliner aficionado. “I started wearing liquid eyeliner when I was 13,” says Brown. “I went through many phases—grunge, goth, punk—but I always wore my cat eye.” This season brings a ton of new tools for perfecting it: pencils, liquids, gels, and—another game changer—Kajal Kohl. Still, how does one master the perfect cat eye? Practice, obviously—and study photos of your cat-eye heroines. Brown has her own eyeliner icons: “Brigitte Bardot, Priscilla Presley, Sophia Loren…and Alice Cooper!” Her advice for achieving the perfect line? “If you can’t get your cat eye perfect the first time, come equipped with a lot of Q-tips.”

eyeko alexa chung lash enhancing 
eye do eyeliner, $19, sephora.com

sonia kashuk dramatically 
intensifying kajal, $9, target.com

maybelline new york master kajal 
in onyx rush, $8, drugstore.com

rimmel london exaggerate waterproof eye 
definer in blackest black, $6, walmart.com

surratt autographique liner in 1 
chat noir, $42, barneys.com

urban decay 24/7 glide-on eye pencil 
in perversion, $20, sephora.com

benefit cosmetics they're real! 
push-up liner, $24, sephora.com

bobbi brown long-
wear gel eyeliner 
in black ink, $24, 
sephora.com





alexander 
wang  
x h&m
H&M has launched some of 
the coolest collaborations 
in recent years, partnering 
with the likes of Versace, 
Lanvin, Karl Lagerfeld, and, 
most recently, Isabel Marant. 
Next up, they've tapped 
their very first American 
designer: Alexander Wang, 
who has been celebrated 
for reinterpreting and 
recontextualizing the 
urban uniform ever since 
launching his label in 2005. 
His own collections often 
blend imperfection with 
finely tailored silhouettes 
and refined structures, and 
his partnership with H&M 
is no different. It features 
streamlined performance 
wear and accessories for 
men and women alongside 
a yoga mat, boxing gloves, 
and a referee whistle ring. 
Knit crop tops and branded 
leather leggings immediately 
remind us of the designer’s 
sporty spring ’15 collection 
and line of basics, T by 
Alexander Wang. Before 
the capsule launches on 
November 6, Wang told  
us all about the collab  
that will be selling out in 
stores near you very soon. 
EMILY MCDERMOTT

How would you describe 
the look and feel of the 
collection? I’ve always been 
inspired by the functionality 
of performance wear and 
the advancements in fabrics 
and technical details. We've 
utilized interesting bonding, 
welding, and foam injection 
treatments that feel quite 
modern. These pieces are 
made to be worn every 
day on the street, but can 
also be fully functional at 
the gym, like the branded 
compression knit crop top 
or performance T-shirts 
with camouflage text. I 
love how functional details 
keep the body warm while 
also having an elevated 
aesthetic and quality.

— C U R R E N T LY  O B S E S S E D
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Why were you interested 
in doing this collab with 
H&M? Did you look at 
their past partnerships for 
any inspiration? I wanted 
to relook at the nature of 
their collaborations and do 
something different. H&M 
has done a great job with 
previous archive-based 
collaborations, but I wanted 
to design new pieces 

bracelets
play

exclusively for the collection. 
I didn't want to cater to just 
one type of customer, so I 
chose a genre of clothing—
performance wear—that, 
no matter if you shop mass 
[market] or high luxury, has 
no price discrimination. 
I've admired H&M's past 
designer collaborations,  

What was the biggest 
challenge for you in 
creating this collection?  
It’s been an absolute 
pleasure working with the 
H&M team and [creative 
advisor] Margareta van 
den Bosch. She must be 
one of the most energetic 
and open-minded 
people. Margareta was 
immediately on board to 
push things forward and 
to experiment with fabrics 
and techniques. She has a 
great sense of humor, too!

so when they approached 
us, I was very excited and 
honored to take part as 
the first American brand 
to join their roster. It’s not 
just the products and their 
desirability; it’s also the 
way they communicate  
the collaborations and 
stage the events.



During my high school days, I 
had the most perfectly broken-in, 
square-toed motorcycle boots 
(which I would rebelliously rock 
with my plaid uniform skirt, 
rolled-up for a shorter hemline, of 
course). But in one of my closet-
cleaning frenzies, I tossed them in 
the trash, thinking surely it would 
be a cinch to find and wear-in 
a new pair. The following years 
were full of fruitless searches 

and unsuccessful attempts at 
replicating my long-lost boots— 
I even tried all kinds of craziness, 
from tossing pairs in the pool to 
banging them against brick walls 
to dragging them behind the car 
(while getting some serious side-
eye from onlookers). But I still 
maintained hope that someday 
I might find what I was looking 
for. So when The Frye Company 
invited me to their factory to  
make a pair of boots, I jumped  
at the opportunity.

With that, I board a flight  
and embark on what will be  
a whirlwind 24-hour excursion 
down South. I arrive in Memphis, 
Tennessee, on a Sunday evening 

and am chauffeured to the 
Comfort Suites across state lines 
in Arkansas, near where all the 
Frye action will take place. This 
Factory Girl has been known to 
find herself at spots like the Ritz 
in Paris, but this time I’m in for 
a classic, unfussy, all-American 
experience, and I’m into it. Once 
I’m settled, I grab a bite, head 
back, binge-watch some  
Breaking Bad, and pass out. 

The next morning I wake up 
and sip some complimentary 
coffee before making my way 
over to the main event. The Frye 
factory in Wynne, Arkansas, has 
been producing the rich leather 
footwear we know and love since 
the 1950s, originally under the 
name Addison Shoe Company, 
after founder John A. (Addison) 
Frye. The brand itself was actually 
launched way back in 1863 in 
Massachusetts, but it sure seems 
right at home here in the Natural 
State. Our fearless tour leader 
Michael Petry, Frye’s creative 
director, walks us through (sorry, 
pun intended—get it? Like the 
song? These boots are made for...
walkin’!) the process of making 
a Frye boot. Now, full disclosure, 
there are 190 steps total that go 
into constructing a Frye boot, 
but I get to do the key ones. First 
comes the leather selection—for 
my boots I pick a sumptuous, 
velvety brown—followed by the 
cutting, fitting, lasting (wherein 

— F A C T O R Y  G I R L

southern 
comfort

dani stahl builds 
her dream boots 
courtesy of the 
frye company.
photographed  
by eric helgas
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the leather is stretched to create 
the shape), bottoming, and 
making. But the star step in  
my book is the finishing. The  
Frye Company has designed  
and created a special, proprietary 
distressing machine, which  
is the brand’s secret recipe for 
making its boots look aged, 
and it’s the stuff of my dreams. 
Basically, it’s a wood-paneled, 
octagonal-looking contraption. 
The boots get popped in, tossed 
around for a few minutes, and 
emerge covered in white powder. 
Dust them off and all that’s left  
is supple, scuffed-up perfection—
boots finally worthy of being 
compared to my pair of yore! A 
successful factory visit, indeed.

With my spoils in tow, I cross 
back over the state border. I have 
a little while left before my flight 

to New York—and what does 
one do in Memphis with a few 
hours to kill but hit Graceland? 
I secure a sweet all-access 
pass to this shrine and former 
mansion of Elvis Presley—his 
living quarters, recording studio, 
museum, etc. Sure, I’ve always 
liked Elvis (and wondered if he 
is, in fact, still alive somewhere), 
but I’ve never considered myself 
a superfan. I leave this hallowed 
place, however, with a major 
appreciation of the King (and  
how amazingly handsome he  
was when he was young). I will 
admit I was hoping for busloads  
of impersonators, but at 3 p.m.  
on a Monday, not so much.

The day ends at Central BBQ  
in Memphis, where I indulge in  
the ultimate chicken dinner.  
I then head over to the airport  
and board my flight home full  
and content. With Elvis tee  
and Frye boots in tow, I’m  
ready to take on the world.



THE  

COOLEST 

STYLES

OUT THERE, 

AVAILABLE 

24/7!
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welcome
to the
dollhouse
how our photo 
director's childhood 
love for barbie 
became an awesome, 
full-blown obsession. 
by emily mcdermott. 
photographed by  
ben rayner

As a hairstylist blows her long 
blonde locks into tousled waves, 
NYLON photo director Beth 
Garrabrant glances at her phone—
currently covered by Moschino’s 
pink Barbie mirror case—and 
worries that the overflowing 
Barbie collection on her dining 
table is not enough. The massive 
pile includes: a 1984 issue of 
Barbie Magazine, a mint-condition 
Christian Louboutin Barbie, 
vintage photographs from the 
Mattel factory, and Garrabrant’s 
favorite Britney Spears Barbie and 
tour bus. But the missing board 
game and Polaroid camera–stored 
at her parents' home–weigh  
heavily on her mind. 

“A lot of my friends make fun  
of the collection,” says Garrabrant. 
“But everybody is secretly very 
interested and loves it.”

Garrabrant’s treasure trove has 
been a labor of love since she was 
three years old. By age 10, she 
started photographing her dolls  
in miniature still-life scenarios.  
“My sister stopped wanting to 
play with me, so I started using 
my Barbies as models,” explains 
Garrabrant. “Obviously she’s 
immobile, but she’s a great muse.”



Instagram blew up after Jeremy 
Scott’s Barbie-inspired spring '15 
Moschino collection (which actually 
came after both Wildfox and Forever 
21 introduced their own Barbie-
inspired lines this year). 

Then, in early October, nearly 
a thousand Lagerfeld Barbies—
complete with his signature gray bun 
and sunglasses—sold out in hours. 
But Garrabrant reminds us that the 
designer collabs are a longstanding 
tradition. Remember the Nicole Miller, 
Christian Dior, Calvin Klein, Burberry, 
and Cynthia Rowley Barbies?

Of course, Scott’s Moschino 
collection and spray-tanned models 
with platinum blonde blowouts and 
bubble-gum pink lipstick certainly 
brought Barbie to the forefront of 
the fashion conversation. But she’s 
always been there and forever will be. 
As Garrabrant says, “Barbie always 
represents exactly what’s going on  
in the fashion world.” Hey, Mattel,  
can we have a NYLON Barbie?  
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Barbie, Ken, and Skipper acted 
in scenes like late-night parties at 
The Peach Pit and After Dark. “My 
sister and I secretly watched 90210 
and Models Inc. when we were really 
little—like three or four—so our dolls 
dealt with teen pregnancy, rape, and 
cults," says Garrabrant with a laugh. 
"One time they got hooked into a 
prostitution ring.” 

She continued staging and 
shooting images throughout her 
teens, creating Barbie murder 
mysteries and sacrifices, and when 
she attended the International Center 
of Photography in New York City for 
graduate school, she made a film 
about her little plastic idol committing 
acts of self-destruction around the 
West Village.

“There’s nothing basic about Barbie 
and no one can deny her,” she says. “It 
feels like there’s been a renaissance, 
but I would argue that it’s been 
happening for quite some time.”



printed
fall’s  boldest  fashions are at  your f ingert ips.



000

matter
photographed by beth garrabrant .

styled by l iz  rundbaken

clothing 
and hat by 
creatures  
of the wind.



dress by 
proenza 
schouler.



clothing 
and shoes 
by opening 
ceremony.



clothing and 
shoes by kenzo.

hair :  travis 
speck at sal ly 
hershberger. 
makeup: kat ie 
mell inger using 
chanel .  model: 
teresa oman  
at request .



Ricoh Imaging Americas Corporation 2014 © | us.ricoh-imaging.com | ricoh-imaging.ca | photography: Kate Turning

exhilarating fashion and movement is always with me

I’m big on image, right down to the camera I carry. My PENTAX Q-S1 is one functional and powerful fashion 
statement. Portable too, with one of the world’s smallest interchangeable lens systems. 
It’s all about image. Mine are sharp and full of life, like me. Life is a photo opportunity.
The new PENTAX Q-S1 is available in 40 fabulous colors. To purchase go online and discover more about this camera at
us.ricoh-imaging.com & ricoh-imaging.ca

http://us.ricoh-imaging.com
http://us.ricoh-imaging.com
http://ricoh-imaging.ca
http://ricoh-imaging.ca


home- 
get inspired by america’s go-to cool-girl brands.

— M A S S  A P P E A L S

DKNY 1. vans, $30 2. true religion, $148 3. alice + olivia by stacey bendet, $1,598 4. buffalo david bitton, $79 5. vince, $995 6. ruthie davis, $499 
7. wildfox, $48 8. rag & bone, $825 9. stüssy, $40 10. artelier nicole miller, $310 11. la mer collections, $96. still lifes: bethany bandera.

grown
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J.CREW 1. tibi: shirt, $325; shorts, $375 2. david yurman, $2,450 3. denim & supply ralph lauren, $245 4. elizabeth and james, $495  

5. pure dkny, $395 6. milly, $275 7. loeffler randall, $295 8. genetic, $214 9. boyy, $895 10. forever 21, $20. still lifes: bethany bandera.



058
CYNTHIA ROWLEY 1. forever 21, $10 2. j brand, $345 3. gap, $50 4. sea, $440 5. alexis bittar, $325 6. pixie market, $68 7. guess, $98  

8. circus by sam edelman, $100 9. kate spade new york, $298 10. dannijo, $898. still lifes: bethany bandera.

— M A S S  A P P E A L S
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american
idol

polo ralph lauren 
presents its first-
ever range of 
women’s wear this 
fall.  photographed 
by sam nixon.  
styled by dani stahl



this page: clothing, 
socks,  and shoes by 
polo ralph lauren. 
opposite page: 
clothing,  socks,  and 
shoes by polo ralph 
lauren, jewelry by ralph 
lauren vint age jewelry.



clothing,  socks,  and 
shoes by polo ralph 
lauren, jewelry by ralph 
lauren vint age jewelry.



The U.S.A.-born brand 
encompasses more than just  
an aesthetic—it’s the symbol of 
a stylish all-American life. This 
fall, even more of the dream is up 
for grabs as the label rolls out its 
first-ever women’s wear collection 
under the Polo label. But don’t 
expect the logo collared shirts  
and preppy staples that Polo  
has become associated with; 
this new women’s line combines 
classic American spirit—think 
time-honored patterns and 
materials, a rugged yet refined 
feel, and casual-cool silhouettes—
with romantic elements and  
a dose of downtown edge for  
a bohemian-sport sensibility.  
Think chunky tartan-plaid pieces, 
tweed tailored jackets, gauzy 
floral dresses, and slick leather 
leggings, all topped off with the 
most perfect utilitarian tread-soled 
platform booties you’ve ever seen. 
In combination, the collection truly 
comes to life—to me, it was made 
to be layered, mixed up, and (mis)
matched. So go ahead and throw 
it all on in the name of smart, 
Stateside style. DANI STAHL

it’s a fact: ralph 
lauren epitomizes 
american fashion.

clothing,  socks,  and  
shoes by polo ralph 
lauren, jewelry by ralph 
lauren vint age jewelry.

hair :  tomoyuki t amura. 
makeup: daniel le  
weldon. manicurist :  angel 
wil l iams at opus beauty 
using dior vernis.  photo 
assist ants:  wil l  t akahashi 
and melanie schneider. 
model:  stormi at request .





laid-back southwestern knits 
and desert-inspired staples 
suitable for sunny autumn days.
photographed by maria del rio



1. brixton, $50 2. reformation, $528 3. free people, $128 4. pendleton, $399 5. white crow, $48 6. cole haan, $10 7. hilfiger collection, $360 8. steve 
madden, $36 9. levi's, $198 10. ag, $178 11. suno, $595 12. pamela love, $378 13. durango, $195. opposite page: clothing and accessories by polo 
ralph lauren, jewelry by ralph lauren vintage jewelry. previous page: clothing and accessories by emilio pucci.066







1. denim & supply ralph lauren, $398 2. miansai, $68 3. penfield, $160 4. [blanknyc], $88 5. coach, $1,295 6. sanuk, $60 7. coordinates 
collection, $150 8. billy reid, $1,395 9. silver jeans co., $78 10. coach, $245 11. ray-ban, $185 12. jenni kayne, $625 13. american eagle 

outfitters, $20 14. elizabeth and james, $645. opposite page: clothing and accessories by hilfiger collection. 069



1. bcbgmaxazria, $1,068 2. volcom, $52 3. michelle campbell, $1,675 4. milly: top, $325; skirt, $375 5. tory burch, $449 6. roxy, $46 7. tibi, $325 
8. kim haller, $590 9. white + warren, $295 10. carolee, $55 11. hue, $10 12. the frye company, $448. opposite page: clothing and shoes by 
calvin klein collection. hair: angela del mar. makeup: monica stark. fashion assistant: audrey derrell. model: alexandra at the agency.070





about
you

mod

an ode to who are you, polly 
maggoo? and all of our other 
favorite ‘60s superstars. 
photographed by silja magg. 
styled by michael kozak



from left to right: vinyl vest by daang goodman for tripp nyc, striped sleeveless dress by asos, turtleneck by american apparel, earrings by cheap monday, choker by i still love you nyc, 
stylist’s own long-sleeve shirt; fur collar by tanya taylor, long-sleeve shirt by dkny, dress by lisa perry, earrings by laruicci, silver ring by alexis bittar, stylist’s own striped cuff; long-sleeve 
dress by karen walker, sleeveless dress by adam selman, fur stole by brian lichtenberg, leather harness by the kooples, earrings by alexis bittar; silver ring by laruicci, stylist’s own black-
and-white cuff; jacket by tableaux vivants, turtleneck by dkny, sleeveless dress by tanya taylor, bow on neck by joe fresh, black bracelet and ring by alexis bittar, spike ring by joomi lim. 
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penelope tree 
 
TRY THESE: glossier perfecting  
skin tint light, $26, glossier.com; 
urban decay naked illuminated in 
luminous, $29, sephora.com; peripera 
very nice pen eyeliner in black, $16, 
urbanoutfitters.com; make up for ever 
kohl pencil in matte white 2k, $17, 
sephora.com; tonymoly long kinny 
mascara, $14, urbanoutfitters.com; 
sephora collection false eye lashes in 
flutter and mink, $10 each, sephora.
com; lime crime lipstick in babette, 
$18, urbanoutfitters.com; essie nail 
polish in licorice, $8.50, essie.com; 
obsessive compulsive cosmetics nail 
lacquer in feathered, $10, sephora.
com; purely perfect foundation creme, 
$40, purelyperfectproducts.com. 
 
vinyl vest by daang goodman for  
tripp nyc, sleeveless striped dress by 
asos, turtleneck by american apparel, 
choker by i still love you nyc.

http://glossier.com
http://sephora.com
http://urbanoutfitters.com
http://sephora.com
http://urbanoutfitters.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://urbanoutfitters.com
http://essie.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://purelyperfectproducts.com


edie sedgwick 
 
TRY THESE: tom ford traceless 
foundation stick, $80, tomford.com; 
becca cosmetics shimmering skin 
perfector pressed in moonstone,  
$38, sephora.com; sephora collection 
colorful eyeshadow matte in no. 64 
let it snow and no. 54 black lace,  
$13 each, sephora.com; m.a.c 
cosmetics #7 lash and #44 lash,  
$17 each, maccosmetics.com;  
anna sui perfect mascara, $28, 
urbanoutfitters.com; rituel de fille 
forbidden lipstick in written in blood, 
$23, catbirdnyc.com; sephora formula 
x new classics in white matter and 
dark matter, $10.50 each, sephora.
com; purely perfect smooth finish, 
$34, purelyperfectproducts.com. 
 
collar by tanya taylor, sleeveless  
dress by lisa perry, earrings by 
laruicci, silver ring by alexis bittar, 
stylist’s own striped turtleneck. 

http://tomford.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://maccosmetics.com
http://urbanoutfitters.com
http://catbirdnyc.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://purelyperfectproducts.com


donyale luna 
 
TRY THESE: yves saint laurent le 
teint touche èclat illuminating 
foundation spf 19, $57, sephora.com; 
hourglass ambient lighting powder in 
radiant light, $45, sephora.com; 
givenchy liner couture precision felt-
tip eyeliner, $30, sephora.com; make 
up for ever aqua cream in #3 silver, 
$23, sephora.com; dior crayon kohl 
eyeliner in 007 white, $29, sephora.
com; beauty is life sixties lashes, $25, 
barneys.com; m.a.c cosmetics tinted 
lipglass in myth, $15, maccosmetics.
com; butter london nail lacquer in 
cotton buds and union jack black, 
$15 each, butterlondon.com; purely 
perfect smooth finish, $34, 
purelyperfectproducts.com. 
 
safety-pin dress by paco rabanne, 
t-shirt by chapel nyc found by patrick 
matamoros, collared shirt by dkny, 
earrings by laruicci, silver triangle 
earring with fringe by saint laurent by 
hedi slimane, zigzag earring with 
fringe by elizabeth and james. 
assistant stylist: hanna corrie. wig 
stylist: wes sharpton. wig colorist: 
roxie darling. hairstylist: remy moore. 
makeup artist: michael anthony. 
assistant makeup artist: mark de los 
reyes. nail artist: fleury rose. models: 
symone at supreme, clara at one, 
daniela at wilhelmina, and elena  
at wilhelmina.  

http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://barneys.com
http://maccosmetics.com
http://maccosmetics.com
http://butterlondon.com
http://purelyperfectproducts.com


peggy moffitt 
 
TRY THESE: chanel mat lumière 
long-lasting soft matte sunscreen 
makeup broad spectrum spf 15, $54, 
chanel.com; too faced candlelight 
glow highlighting powder duo, $30, 
sephora.com; marc jacobs beauty 
twinkle pop eye stick in frannie 408, 
$28, sephora.com; stila high shine 
liquid vinyl eye liner in black, $22, 
sephora.com; urban decay urban 
lash in come hither and sly, $15 each, 
sephora.com; make matte lipstick 
jakarta, $25, barneys.com; julep  
nail polish brigitte, $14, julep.com; 
floss gloss nail lacquer in black  
holy, $8, flossgloss.com; purely 
perfect foundation creme, $40, 
purelyperfectproducts.com. 
 
long-sleeve dress with turtleneck  
by karen walker, sleeveless dress  
by adam selman, earrings by alexis 
bittar, leather harness by the kooples.

GO BEHIND THE 
SCENES WITH 
NYLON TV AT 

NYLON.COM

http://chanel.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://barneys.com
http://julep.com
http://flossgloss.com
http://purelyperfectproducts.com
http://NYLON.COM
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Introduce yourself! Hello! I’m Rachael 
Finley, better known as Steak 
Anderson. I live in Los Angeles. 

How did you get the nickname 
“Steak”? When I was a poor, college-
aged kid, I was too stubborn to take 
handouts from my family, so they 
found a way around that. To keep me 
from starving to death—or whatever 
illogical things were bouncing around 
their heads—they started shipping me 
Omaha steaks. I had so many of them 
stacked up over time that nothing 
else could fit in our fridge—so I’d 
always have people over to our porch 
to help me put a dent in my back 
stock. Over time I went from “that girl 
with steak” to “that steak girl” to just 
“steak.” In 2005 I started a blog called 
Steaktooth, because red meat is still 
my go-to. I don’t like chicken; it’s 
useless unless it’s a vehicle for sauce.

What is your beauty philosophy? 
Less is more, but do it right. I’ve gone 
through so many makeup phases. 
Sometimes I’d pile it on just for 
special nights out and then I’d look 
back at photos and be like, “What  
the fuck is all this shit on my face?”  
I feel like everyone needs slightly  
less makeup than they’re using, but 
the stuff you do elect to use, you 
should know how to apply properly. 

Who are some of your all-time 
favorite beauty icons? Ever since  
I was a kid, Jessica Rabbit has  
been my dream girl—but she is 
ballsier than I am; I never wear a  
hard eye and a hard lip together.  
I really like Rihanna’s makeup. It’s  
a nice, thick lash and a punchy,  
classic lip. That’s style. Man, I wish  
I could pull off everything Rih does.

What do you usually keep in your 
makeup bag? Cocoa butter balm,  
it’s good for your lips and anything 
else that feels dry. A good volumizing 
mascara. Red lipstick. And my  
phone, some trash, crumbs, gum,  
and pennies. I don’t carry a purse,  
so if it’s a bag on my body, it’s  
got everything in it. 

despite having a cult following on the 
internet, there’s still a cloud of mystery that 
surrounds rachael finley—also known by 
her nickname, “steak.” the designer of the 
teenage clothing line (a co-production with 
husband blake anderson of workaholics) and 
new mom (to baby girl mars) finally opens up. 
by jade taylor. photographed by scott león

Whatever it was, it was my saving 
grace during my treatment, and 
now it’s my full-time job. I feel really 
blessed to have stumbled into this. 

Where do you guys draw inspiration 
for the shirts? Mostly from Blake’s 
vintage T-shirt collection—he has an 
addiction. The stuff that we’ve been 
into for so long is finally trending.  
I wish I could go back and tell high 
school me that I was going to be  
cool one day. 

I’m obsessed with the fact that you a) 
have a baby and b) named her Mars.
Mars Ilah Anderson. Most notably 
known from the one time her name 
was a quiz option about Lil' Kim's 
baby. She’s a goddess. I always 
thought parenthood was going to be—
well, not what we are experiencing. 
Yeah, I’m tired sometimes, and things 
are a little chaotic, but I also have a 
new little friend. That’s how we treat 
her. We went from two besties in  
the house to three.

a good balance between a train wreck 
and kind of funny, and I think it was 
love at first tweet for him. The first 
thing he tweeted at me was “please 
don’t crash your car.” After that, it was 
game on—we went to the planetarium 
on our first date, and I liked him again 
because he was a real, human nerd 
and not whatever I thought someone 
chasing an acting career would be. 
He’s my best friend. I feel like we 
haven’t spent a day apart since. 

And how did the Teenage shirts get 
started? I got lymphatic cancer three 
years ago and had to quit my career in 
fashion to go through treatment. I was 
super devastated at having to leave 
a career that I had made for myself–
plus I was finally making enough 
racks that I was dreaming about 
the future and all that stuff. I was 
depressed about being sick, and I  
was bored, so Blake asked me to 
make him some shirts to pass the 
time because he wanted to wear them 
on the show. I started selling extras  
on my blog, which, at the time, had 
only 50,000 readers, and they sold 
out right away. We never set out to 
make a clothing line, but whoops! 

What is your signature scent?
My caked-on Dove Cucumber Melon 
deodorant, probably. You never know 
when your next shower is coming,  
so you have to be ready for the world. 
But when I’m going out and I really 
want to take on my full persona,  
I wear Tom Ford Black Orchid. 

What is your hair care routine, and 
when did you start to dye it?  Because 
of the amount of lighteners in my hair, 
my entire routine revolves around 
deep conditioners and dry shampoo. 
You can’t wash it that often or the 
colors won’t stick—especially pink. 
I’m not going to pretend that I was 
in the groundbreaking movement for 
pastel hair; I think I dyed my hair the 
same time every other girl in L.A. did. 
You can’t really go to a bar here and 
be special with colored hair, but the 
shade and tones are still cool to play 
with. I love my peachy hair—I don’t 
plan on changing it for a while, but  
if I did I’d go back to teal. 

How did you and Blake meet? We 
met at a bar. I mean, it was 3 p.m., 
and they also serve awesome craft 
food, but I was using it as a bar, and 
he was using it for a quiet meal with 
his friend. I yelled at him about some 
shirt he was wearing because I’m an 
ultra-smooth operator. Anyway, look 
at him—it was love at first sight for 
me. A week or two later, I found out 
what he did for a living, and it was un-
love at first sight. I kind of didn’t want 
to talk to him because the world he 
is in was a red flag for me—but at the 
same time, he was so dreamy that  
I was torn. Unfortunately, he found 
my Twitter and realized that I was  
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hairstory 
studio

I met Roxie Darling the same way 
most people meet their soon-to-be 
go-to hair colorist: to rescue a bad 
dye job. Call it love at first fix. She 
transformed my yucky-blonde hair 
into a cloud of cotton-candy pink,  
and I vowed to never stray again. 
Roxie works her magic at Hairstory 
Studio in Manhattan’s Financial 
District; it was founded by Michael 
Gordon (he also created a little 
company called Bumble and 
bumble—you may have heard of it). 
The space serves two purposes. The 
first is Hairstory, which is as close to 
a dream-making machine as you’ll 
find in the beauty industry. A scout 
chooses people off the street for a 
major-league makeover, and then 
the Hairstory staff documents the 
entire process and shares it on their 
blog. I’m not talking about a simple 
gloss and cut—think mint-green hair 
and sliced-up bobs. Then there’s the 
regular studio, where Roxie works 
alongside Wes Sharpton, who uses 
a crazy-effective method of razor 
cutting to chop hair. That’s not all: 
Hairstory is also home to the Purely 
Perfect hair care line. The hero 
product, the Cleansing Crème, is a 
cult-favorite, sold-out-everywhere 
anti-shampoo that doesn’t strip color 
and also smells amazing. Their other 
two offerings—the Foundation Crème 
(think of it as a cream version of a 
texturizing spray) and the Smooth 
Finish (best used before using heat 
tools)—are both ace. To date, Roxie 
has given me rainbow, oil-slick-
inspired, dusty-blonde, and silver  
hair. Every time I go in, Wes chops  
my hair more and more, until it’s 
finally a perfect, ’90s-grunge shape. 
If it all seems too cool for school, it’s 
not—just drop them an email, make 
an appointment, and go experience 
the magic yourself. JADE TAYLOR





bethany cosentino of best 
coast and lauren curtius  
of the lovely bad things are 
best friends for a reason: 
besides making awesome 
music, they share a deep 
love for beyoncé…and all 
things beauty-related.  
we listened in. by jade 
taylor. photographed  
by janell shirtcliff

california girls
BC: I feel like Best Coast  
is really just kind of like 
pop music—not like Britney 
Spears, but I wish we  
sounded like Britney Spears.

LC: That could be a side 
project. Are you guys coming 
out with anything new?

BC: We just recorded an 
album this year that’s going  
to come out early next year, 
and we’re going to tour a  
lot. I’m trying to enjoy the  
last of my laziness and 
chillness at home.

LC: I know what you mean.

BC: You guys just did  
another record, too, right?

LC: We’re still in the process 
of recording and doing some 
vocals, but it’s almost done.  
I was recording that one  
song “Space Waste”—the  
one that we played on tour 
with you guys.

BC: Let’s talk about when  
we went on tour together! 
That was really fun. I 
remember we met for the  
first time in Disneyland. We 
had like a blind date set up for 
us. I loved your band, and  

Lauren Curtius: When did  
you start playing music?

Bethany Cosentino:  
I started when I was really 
young because my dad  
is a musician, and there  
was always music playing  
in our house. It just felt  
like something that I  
was supposed to do.

LC: It was because of my dad, 
too. Growing up, I remember 
him playing guitar and 
singing and writing songs. 
He's the first person that ever 
got me into music; he showed 
me my first favorite bands. 
When I was a little kid, I was 
listening to The Cranberries 
and Radiohead a lot.

BC: My dad gave me my  
first guitar, but my parents 
were more into classic rock 
stuff, which is why I’m  
so into Fleetwood Mac,  
Steely Dan, and The Eagles.

LC: How would you  
describe your sound?

I wanted you guys to  
come on tour with us. 

LC: How did you hear  
about us?

BC: I think just being in a 
band in L.A. I would see your  
name a lot, and you know,  
just having mutual friends 
and stuff. And when we first 
met it was chill, we drank  
a bit at Disneyland. And then 
we went on tour together,  
and it was crazy.

BC: There’s this U.K. company 
called Boots, and they started 
selling their products at 
Target. I’m going to spray it 
on your face while we talk. 
It’s called Boots Botanics The 
Power of Plants Rosewater 
Toning Spritz 100% Organic. 
It’s so refreshing. I’m really 
into rose water right now.

LC: It feels so good!

BC: Oh! And I tweeted at 
you last night about this 
eye cream. This stuff is so 

— G R R R L  TA L K
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fancy. It’s LaMer Eye 
Concentrate. It comes 
with a little wand that  
you dip into the cream. 
It’s like a science 
experiment.

LC: Whoa! That’s legit.

BC: I’m really into this 
lotion, too. Fresh Lotus 
Youth Preserving Face 
Cream with Super 7 
Complex. It’s just like  
a nice, light lotion.  
What are you into? 

LC: I just got into this 
Kiss My Face SPF 30 
Moisturizer. I’m super 
pale, so I have to use 
sunscreen every day. 
I don’t wear anything  
now besides sunscreen 
and some concealer 
under my eyes.

BC: Yeah, my makeup 
style is more natural. 
I’m into mascara and 
eyebrows and just not 
looking greasy. Is this  
the concealer you use?

LC: Yeah, it’s the Make 
Up Forever Full Cover. 
It works really well for 
coverage under your eyes. 
And the next holy grail 
product I have is this e.l.f. 
Studio Mineral Infused 
Mascara. It’s three dollars! 
I don’t like any other 
mascara. 

BC: I started using 
this mascara, and I’m 
obsessed with it—it’s 
Lancome Hypnose Star 
Waterproof. It’s in this 

glittery wand and the 
brush is weirdly pointed.

LC: I like the packaging  
a lot. It’s so cool. I want it.

BC: I know! It’s all  
glittery and shiny. Oh, 
also, I think that you 
would be really into this.

LC: Is it like an 
illuminator?

BC: Yeah, it’s Smashbox 
Photo Op Undereye 
Brightener. I wear this  
on stage all the time 
because I feel like it 
makes my eyes pop  
and look brighter.

LC: Oooh, I’m going  
to get that.

BC: Okay, so tell me about 
your lipstick because I 
feel like you’re a lipstick 
person and I want to be a 
lipstick person but I’m not 
very good at putting it on.

LC: It’s hard to find the 
right one, but I like matte 
lipsticks because they 
stay on forever. I like 
M.A.C—Lady Danger 
is the best; it’s like an 
orange-red color. Oh, and 
this one is really good— 
it’s Hourglass Opaque 
Rouge Liquid Lipstick  
in Icon. It’s a liquid matte 
lipstick, so it’s kind of 
like a stain, too. It never 
comes off. 

BC: I feel like we’re 
both influenced by ’90s 
stuff. Speaking of, do 
you remember the Gap 

scents? Like Gap Dream 
and Gap Heaven?

LC: I think so.

BC: I was really nostalgic 
for my junior high years, 
and I was thinking about 
all the Gap scents and 
how I was, like, so into 
them, so I bought them all 
on Amazon, and I started 
wearing them and was 
like, “Wait, this actually 
smells so good.” So I’m 
reviving my obsession of 
’90s Gap scents. Wait, did 
you do your nails yourself?

LC: Yes! I did them last 
night, but I do a really 
bad job—I always get it 
all over my fingers. But 
this will last three days 
with the Nail Aid Fast Dry 
Top Coat Gel Extreme I 
applied over it. I’ve played 
guitar with this topcoat 
on, and it didn’t come off!

BC: Oh, cool, I need  
that! Every time I get  
my nails done and then 
I play guitar, they get 
messed up. But I’m  
like, “Ugh, whatever.”

BC: Let's talk a bit about 
being a girl in a band, 
because I’m sure you 
deal with stereotypes a 
lot, too. It’s really cool to 
be a woman in a band; a 
cool thing that you and 
I share is having young, 
excited girl fans that look 
up to us. Which is weird 
because sometimes I’m 
like, “Am I a good role 
model?” because I feel 
like I’m promoting being 
lazy and hanging out at 
home watching TV.

LC: I was thinking  
that, too! Not leaving  
the house.

BC: That’s the thing—
having the opportunity  
to be yourself and to be  
a woman and to know that 
there are all these younger 
girls that are looking at 
your Instagram or Twitter.

LC: They’re inspired  
by you.

BC: We both love 
Beyoncé, and I know  

that people are kind  
of responding negatively 
to her calling herself  
a feminist and using  
the word feminist in  
her productions.  
I posted something  
on Instagram, and there 
was an argument in  
the comments section 
about how Beyoncé  
didn’t represent feminism.

LC: We’re still shifting 
from that wave of 
feminism to our  
wave now.

BC: Just because she’s 
a pop star doesn’t 
mean that she can’t be 
a feminist. It’s silly for 
people to think that you 
can only be a feminist if 
you’re into punk or if you 
grew up going to, like,  
DIY shows and stuff. I 
think it’s so important  
that someone like 
Beyoncé is doing that.

LC: She’s identifying  
as feminist, officially, in 
front of the whole world.

BC: Yeah! Even putting 
that word on TV at the 
VMAs, which is a huge 
thing. So many girls were 
probably like, “What does 
that word really mean?”

LC: And they probably  
felt that it’s OK now  
to be outspoken about  
the fact that they're  
a feminist.

BC: She’s a life icon, 
basically. Beyoncé is  
a big deal. Please name 
the story that. Love, 
Lauren and Bethany.
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As a resident of Queens, New York, I have long been 

shamed because of my borough: “Queens? Why do 

you live there?” In defense of my home: Queens never 

gets the credit it deserves for its ethnically diverse 

(and incredibly delicious) restaurants, hidden-gem 

thrift stores, and beautiful landmarks. The New York-

centric perfumers at Bond No. 9—who’ve built their 

brand on fragrances themed around the city’s best 

neighborhoods—have at last released a Queens edition. 

The key ingredient is tuberose, but the eau also contains 

notes of citrusy bergamot, blackberry, cardamom, 

sandalwood, musk, and amber. The royal purple bottle 

is just as decadent: Etched in gold leaf, the front shows 

an image of the 1964 World’s Fair’s iconic geodesic 

dome, while the back has an elegant, long-tailed Q. 

Do yourself a favor and explore the borough that bred 

legends like the Ramones and Simon & Garfunkel—and 

consider this new perfume a first step in finding out 

that Queens isn’t so bad after all. bond no. 9 queens 

eau de parfum, $270 for 3.4 fl. oz., bondno9.com

Getting a driver’s license is a pretty stressful experience. Besides 
waiting at the DMV forever, taking the driver’s test, and praying to 
pass, the most nerve-racking part is often the photo. Sure, that sounds vain, but who wants to look shiny or have frizzy hair—forever? The Balm Cosmetics has just rolled out two new Autobalm Face Palettes—each packaged in what looks very much like a driver’s license (one’s from California, the other’s from Hawaii). Both palettes contain a blush, highlighters, and two eye shadows. Bring one along to the DMV—guaranteed less stress when it’s time to smile and look straight ahead. the balm autobalm face palettes, $15 each, kohls.com

NCLA is known for its 
cult-favorite nail wraps and 
lacquer (see: its Clueless-
inspired line). This season, 
it’s launching an edgy batch 
of polishes dubbed the 
“Punk Collection.” Inspired 
by the glam-punk era, the 
line features four shades: 
“Lead Vocals, Me!” (a 
metallic blue), “Let’s Start 
a Riot!” (hot pink), “Back 
to Black” (smooth black), 
and “Elegantly Punk” (silver 
glitter). Even cooler? The 
logo itself got a makeover, 
with the “LA” turned into a 
playful anarchy symbol—so 
grab your favorite color 
and paint your nails while 
watching SLC Punk! ncla 
punk collection, $16 each, 
shopncla.com

rockabilly blues
it’s a party in 

the u.s.a. with 

beauty’s latest 

innovations. 

by  jade taylor. 

illustrated by 

malin bergström

KILLER QUEEN

DRIVE ME CRAZY

PUNK’D

http://kohls.com
http://bondno9.com
http://shopncla.com


As Derek Zoolander once said, 
“Moisture is the essence of wetness, 
and wetness is the essence of beauty.” 
He might have been wrong about a 
lot of things (like how to say the word eulogy, which is rarely pronounced 
“eugoogooly”), but make no mistake: 
Many leading skincare products could 
adopt his motto as their own—not 
least Ardency Inn’s new Americana 
Soft Focus Moisturizer. It blurs 
imperfections by moisturizing and 
smoothing skin with ingredients such 
as vitamin E. Bonus: You can mix 
the Soft Focus Moisturizer with the 
brand’s Americana Custom Coverage 
Concentrate for the ultimate tinted 
moisturizer. Because really, what’s 
more American than striving for 
flawless-looking skin? Zoolander 
approves. ardency inn americana soft 
focus moisturizer, $29, sephora.com

When it comes to hair, the 

phrase “Everything’s bigger in 

Texas” is totally true. R+Co., 

a brand-new hair care line 

by mane maestros Garren, 

Howard McLaren, and Thom 

Priano, has crafted a three-

piece thickening line aptly 

titled “Dallas.” The Thickening 

Shampoo and Conditioner 

are great—but the real prize 

is the Thickening Spray. 

As a beauty editor and hair 

product hoarder—they go 

hand in hand—one of the 

most common questions I 

get is: “What is a thickening 

spray?” Basically, it’s an 

industry-secret step for the 

ultimate at-home blow-dry: 

Spritz your roots and then 

work it into your ends pre-

blow-dry, and you’ll end up 

with major volume. You can 

also use the Thickening Spray 

before using roller sets, hot 

rollers, and curling irons—to 

achieve some big-ass Texas 

hair. r+co. dallas thickening 

spray, $28, randco.com

WE LOVE BIG HAIR

THE GLOW

After launching Marc Jacobs 

Beauty last year, the brand 

has dutifully released new 

products every season, 

with each one offering an 

innovative take on color, 

formulation, or packaging. 

The trend continues with the 

Marc Jacobs Beauty Kiss Pop 

Lip Color Stick, an oversized 

lip pencil that comes inside a 

silver chrome bullet. Think of 

it like a crayon for your lips: 

It’s long-wearing and highly 

pigmented, but glides on 

easily. The color offerings are 

just as rad, ranging from soft 

pinks to vampy reds and deep 

plums—to suit any look you’re 

going for. And if you take a 

cue from any Marc Jacobs 

runway show, you’ll know 

that look is pretty simple: 

effortless cool. marc jacobs 

beauty kiss pop lip color 

stick, $28 each, sephora.com

BULLET PROOF

http://sephora.com
http://sephora.com
http://randco.com


jacket by marc jacobs, 
shirt by american 
apparel, necklace  
by hilfiger collection.



leighton meester retires the 
mean-girl act for a string of 
sincere roles and a deeply felt 
debut album. by emily zemler. 
photographed by felisha 
tolentino. styled by sean knight



Leighton Meester is curled up on  
a couch in the lobby of the Standard  
Hotel in downtown Los Angeles, leaning 
into a massive cup of coffee in the late 
afternoon. “This is going to make 2  
a.m. terrifying,” she says with a laugh 
before taking a sip. It’s a Saturday,  
she’s just wrapped her NYLON photo 
shoot, and the lobby is buzzing with 
drunken twentysomethings in wet  
bathing suits trailing down from  
the rooftop pool. A few feet away,  
a photographer snaps a bridal party.



sweater by hilfiger 
collection, tights 
by danskin.

“I love seeing weddings,” says  
Meester as a tiny flower girl trots  
by. In jeans and a button-down  
shirt, Meester, 28, is laid-back and 
forthcoming, as interested in others  
as they are in her—in other words, 
nothing like Blair Waldorf, the snobby 
socialite she embodied on Gossip  
Girl for six seasons. But as is often  
the case, a strong association still 
exists between the actress and the 
television character who made her  
a household name. It’s no wonder, 
then, why Meester is currently 
embarking upon a classic American 
reinvention story of her very own— 
one that will play out on big screens 
and club stages throughout the 
remainder of the year. 

When Gossip Girl came to an end  
in 2012, Meester found herself in  
a position of relative freedom. Her  
time was suddenly her own, and  
she wasn’t beholden to a certain 
image. “I would think most people  
in that position would say, ‘I want 
something different,’” she tells me.  
“I started the show when I was so 
young, and once it was over, I wanted 
to do things that were exciting and 
challenging and more me—more my 
adult taste. Of course, that’s said with 
nothing but gratitude and love for that 
experience in that time of my life.”

The release from Gossip Girl duty 
afforded her the space to finally finish 
her debut solo album, Heartstrings, 
which Meester released on October 
28 on her own record label, Hotly 
Wanting, with help from Vagrant 
Records. Meester has been pursuing  
a music career, in some form, for 
almost a decade, but it’s only now  
that she has a collection of songs  
that fully represent her as both  
a person and a musician. 

Her music career began by 
accident. When promoting one of 
Gossip Girl’s early seasons, Meester 



casually mentioned in an interview 
that she liked making music.  
She’d been singing since 
childhood, taking vocal lessons 
and performing in church and  
at school. Record label execs 
caught wind of the interview, and 
by 2009, the actress had signed  
a deal with Universal Republic 
and recorded her first single, 
“Somebody to Love,” a slinky 
electropop number with Robin 
Thicke. She began sessions to 
create a pop album, but it never 
materialized. “It’s not that I didn’t 
enjoy making that music,” says 
Meester. “But I know myself,  
and I know my strengths, and  
it’s not that. I felt like I couldn’t 
sing it from my heart. The style, 
the performance, it didn’t go 
together. Everything is different 
this time around.”

After making the Nashville-
based film Country Strong in 
2010, in which she played an 
up-and-coming country singer, 
Meester found the inspiration  
she needed to give her own  
music another go. “At that time,  
I had just started to wean off the 
record label I was with and the 
type of music I was playing,” she 
says. “After that movie, I finally 
thought I could find the words,  
the feeling, the meaning, and the 
melody that would showcase  
my voice.”

Determined to maintain artistic 
control over her sound, Meester 
taught herself to play the guitar 
and began writing songs on her 
own. The majority of Heartstrings 
came together over the past three 
years in between acting jobs.  
She refers to herself as “a really 
sensitive Sally,” and this comes 
through in the lush, folk-tinged 
indie-rock songs that populate  
the album. Produced by Jeff Trott 
(Sheryl Crow, Counting Crows), 
the music strips away any 
possible pop pretense, instead 
giving Meester’s dulcet vocals  
the driver’s seat. “I wasn’t barring 
myself off from any emotion,” 
Meester says. “I was allowing 

myself to really say and do 
what I wanted to. It was a 
freedom that I only discovered 
at that time.” 

Trott, who connected with 
Meester through his manager, 
marveled at her ability in the 
studio and her vision for a 
sophisticated, dreamy album.  
“I really just hit it off with her  
as a person,” he says. “It felt 
natural to make the record with 
more of her vision than a panel 
of experts trying to figure out 
what kind of record she should 
make—more like the old days, 
when artists really had control 
over what they put out into  
the universe.”

The producer was impressed 
by Meester’s self-honed skills, 
but found her greatest strength 
to be the way she projected 
her sensibilities through  
lyrics. “She doesn’t sound  
like anybody else,” he says.  
“I was trying to keep it 
sounding like her—you know, 
not all polished and perfect. 
Vulnerable, but expressive.” 

Meester points to “LA,”  
a girl-group-like number that 
buries a simmering melancholy 
beneath sunshiney harmonies, 
as indicative of the album’s 
general mood. “It sounds really 
happy, and it’s not—it’s just 
not,” explains Meester. “But 
that’s life. A lot of people  
are like that, myself included— 
you put on a happy face  
when you’re not happy, or 
when you can’t talk about it.” 

Music is just one part of  
this new chapter of Meester’s 
career. She has cultivated an 
interest in challenging, sincere 
projects that ask a lot of her as 
an artist. Her current barometer 
for choosing acting roles is 
simple, she says. “I ask myself, 
‘Does this reflect my moral 
compass and where I’m at  
in my life and what I want  
to do?’” One such project  
that met this criterion was  
her recent stint in the 
Broadway production of  
Of Mice and Men alongside 
James Franco—a “life-changing” 
experience for the actress. 

Meester hadn’t done much 
theater before being cast by 
director Anna D. Shapiro as 
Curley’s wife in the production, 
which ran from April through 
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July of this year. Her eyes glow and her voice shifts 
when the play comes up in conversation. “Anna had 
me in mind for the part,” says Meester. “I’m so 
connected to that role, and I think I will be forever.  
I cannot believe how lucky I was to have that as  
my first experience—to do theater in New York on 
Broadway with such amazing people, and then to 
be doing that show. No matter how you approach 
the role, you’re going to find meaning and be 
inspired by it. I just really lucked out that I got 
Steinbeck. The fact that I got to do a classic  
blows my mind.”

There is an intimacy to theater that feels 
congruent with several of Meester’s current and 
upcoming films as well. She has a small role in  
The Judge opposite Robert Downey Jr., but it’s  
Life Partners, out in December, and Like Sunday, 
Like Rain (no release date as of yet) that truly 
encapsulate the actress Meester wants to be.  
In Life Partners, which also stars Gillian Jacobs  
and Meester’s real-life husband, Adam Brody, she 
plays Sasha, a gay woman in Los Angeles who is 
grappling with what it means to become an adult.  
In Like Sunday, Like Rain, Meester’s Eleanor is 
learning how to become the person she is meant  
to be while working as a nanny for a remarkably 
intelligent young boy. They are different women 
dealing with different life circumstances, but there 
is an underlying connection. “As far as scripts go, 
the roles of women standing alone on their own  
as whole, real, full people are few and far between. 
So with both of those roles, what I loved is that 
neither of them are centered around romantic 
relationships. They’re flawed, real human beings 
that I could break down and really enjoy playing. 
They’re like me, in a way.”

Of all the things she’s worked on as of late,  
she’s most proud of Life Partners: “It’s not about 
gay or straight, or woman or man—it’s just about 
growing up, deciding what you want to do with  
your life and being responsible.” Meester related  
to the idea of navigating female friendships when  
a serious boyfriend comes into the picture. She’s 
been there, on both sides, and as she edges  
closer to 30, she’s been doing some navigating  
of her own. “Most people I know are starting to  
get married,” she says. “It’ll be kids next.” She 
considers the implication of being an adult, then 
smiles. “I like the grown-up stuff,” she says, almost 
sheepishly. “I like having a house. I’ve got dogs.”

Indeed, just days after our talk, Meester’s Gossip 
Girl co-star Blake Lively announced that she and 
husband Ryan Reynolds were expecting. But for the 
time being, Meester’s family includes Brody, whom 
she married earlier this year, and their two dogs, 
Penny, a pit bull mix, and Trudy, a wire-haired 
dachshund. Life Partners represents the second 
time Meester has worked with her husband.  
The couple starred in the 2011’s The Oranges  
and had no hesitation doing it again. 

In Life Partners, Brody plays the love interest  
of Jacobs’s character and was cast in the role 
separately from Meester. “There wasn’t time to  
ask if we wanted to do this together,” says Meester.  

“I was reading the script. I loved the part and loved 
the movie. I was going to the meeting that day and 
he called me and said, ‘They offered me this role.’”

Jacobs, who calls the experience of shooting 
Life Partners in L.A. a “very happy” one, forged  
an instant bond with Meester. “You don’t feel a 
genuine, immediate connection with people all  
of the time,” says Jacobs. “I think that was really 
happening on this movie, where it felt like we  
all knew each other for far longer than we had.  
It’s kind of like a lovefest when we’re together.”

Despite being a low-budget indie that was shot 
in only a few weeks, the film contains a universality 
that makes it feel larger than it is. “You make a  
lot of indie films, and not all of them make it into 
theaters or get distribution, so I’m excited that  
this one is getting a life,” adds Jacobs. “I think  
that people are going to be utterly charmed by 
Leighton—as is everyone who meets her in real life.”

The coffee is almost gone. Meester jokes that 
maybe it will get her on the right time zone for 
Japan, where she’s heading tomorrow for a 
fragrance launch. These days, her work sends  
her all over the world, but the L.A.-based musician 
has a soft spot for home, citing an In-N-Out  
Burger as her go-to meal and old Hollywood as  
a favorite era in the country’s history. “I always  
get so excited when the books I read and the 
movies I watch are set in Los Angeles, especially 
when they’re depicting 1920s and ’30s L.A.,”  
she says. “I feel very connected to that time.” 
Likewise, the Hollywood sign never fails to  
inspire her: “It always makes me feel so good 
when I see it. I don’t know why.”

Meester stretches her legs. Dancey pop music— 
the sort that used to categorize her as a musician—
fills the hotel’s lobby. It’s probably best that her 
pop turn didn’t pan out. She gushes over artists 
like The War on Drugs, whom she saw recently in 
New York City, and she hopes to make her record 
label home to other musicians—it’s a path she’s 
exploring with her music manager. In the immediate 
future, though, she’s releasing a video for her 
album’s first single, “Heartstrings,” which was 
filmed at her home. “You can’t tell it’s my house,” 
notes Meester, shutting down any possibility  
of fans getting a peek inside “Blair” and  
“Seth’s” personal space. “You can see it  
in some parts, but you can’t really tell.” 

Also upcoming is a tour and hopefully more 
movies that will take her out of her comfort zone. 
“For my own sanity, I’d rather play parts that  
I haven’t done before,” she says. “That’s why  



I was so excited by the Of Mice 
and Men experience. I felt that I 
was part of something that meant 
something, and that was important 
to me. From now on, I would like  
to be part of projects that have  
a message.”

Meester and I speak again  
a few weeks later, after she’s 
returned from Japan, and I ask if 
she’s happy. There’s a long pause. 
“Yes,” she says finally. “I’d say yes. 
Like anybody, there are areas that 
are just great and areas that need 
work. I’m a growing girl. I like the 
idea that I’m still learning and things 
are new and exciting, and then in 
other ways I’ve had experiences 
that I can look back on having 
learned from. I’m happy to wake  
up every day, if that’s what you 
mean. This is a great life.”

For Meester, it’s the balance  
of the good and the bad that  
is compelling, the sadness that 
lingers in the shade of a blazing 
California sun. The reconciliation  
of this idea, that you need one 
emotion to understand its opposite, 
might really be what constitutes 
growing up after all. Houses  
and husbands and dogs are  
only physical manifestations  
of adulthood; understanding 
contentedness is what lies beneath. 
“I have to say that I’ve been lucky 
and have had a lot of good times 
and good things,” says Meester. 
“Nothing is really consistent. 
Everything comes in waves—there’s 
good, and then there’s not so good. 
But I like both for whatever reason.” 
She takes a deep breath. “This 
sounds very strange, but I really  
do have a lovely time in this life.” 
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 clothing by opening ceremony. 

who’s perhaps a tad too familiar with 
the territory, you were probably in the 
presence of Ali Michael. “I actually
keep a list of go-to songs and their 
corresponding codes in my wallet,” she
says with pride. It’s a fittingly free-spirited 
pastime for the 24-year-old model, who’s 
known not only for her striking visage but 
also for her charmingly weird personality
and don’t-give-a-damn attitude.

This outlook is something Michael
has grown into. Born and raised in Texas, 
she had her sights set on equestrian 
athletics throughout her childhood. “At 
one point, I rode this tiny, super-short, 
fat pony named Dumpling,” she recalls 
with a laugh. “And I would whisper to him
that we were going to be in the Olympics
some day, which I’m pretty sure wasn’t 
at all possible. But I gave us both a lot of
positive affirmation.” Michael only ended 
up landing in the fashion world when a 
friend’s mom convinced her to enter a 
model search competition in Dallas at age 
15, which she won. After working locally
for a while, she traveled to New York to
sign with an agency, and upon graduation 
moved there to pursue a full-time career. 

Michael arrived on the scene in a big
way, but soon found herself in conflict 
with the industry after gaining a few
pounds to reach a healthier body weight. 
It was then that she famously broke the 
silence about the pressure to be thin as
a model, making herself an advocate 
for change. Ever since, Michael has 
approached modeling from a uniquely
grounded standpoint, and has become a
beacon of realness in a field that can be 
superficial and fickle. “In the beginning, 
I was very attached to it and associated 
my self-worth with it a bit too much,” she 
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explains of her career. “But I took a couple 
of breaks, which, from the outside looking 
in, put everything into perspective.  
I realized that the job can be awesome  
if you don’t let it define you—you’ve just 
got to take advantage of it instead of 
it taking advantage of you.”

This kind of down-to-earth authenticity 
finds its way into everything Michael 
touches. Case in point, her awesomely 
bizarre Instagram account, which has 
more than 120K followers. Many models 
take their social media presence very 
seriously, posting a carefully curated 
selection of polished photographs.  
A random sampling of Michael’s recent 
pictures, however, turns up everything 
from toilets to scabby elbows to 
questionable airport chicken to an 
unbuttoned fly (her own, mind you). It’s 
all so genuinely uninhibited and unphony 
that you basically can’t help but love it—
and if you don’t, whatever. “I post what I 
want without being too concerned about 
the consequences...which I’ve gotten 
in trouble for multiple times,” she says 
devilishly. “I’ve definitely been told that 
I’m self-sabotaging, and a lot of people, 
even work-wise, are put off by it. But I 
don’t care, because I’m only interested  
in working with people who can 
appreciate the unflattering stuff.” 

One such person is Michael’s 
boyfriend, fellow model and photographer 
Marcel Castenmiller. “I had known of 
him, not actually known him. But I had a 
crush on him and started following him 
on a secret Instagram account that I use 
to follow people that it would be creepy 
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to follow on my normal account,” she 
reveals. “Then we both ended up at the 
same event at the Bowery Hotel a little 
over a year ago and were immediately 
obsessed with each other.” This 
Internet-age meet-cute blossomed into 
a romance suited for a couple of young 
New York creatives, with the duo bringing 
their shared aesthetic to several joint 
projects. Castenmiller has been known 
to snap gauzy, lo-fi photos of Michael, 
often sporting her signature ’90s-era 
unkempt-cool style. “I like to keep it 
pretty basic and dark—not too flattering, 
and definitely never put together—like 
vintage jeans that probably look weird 
in the crotch,” she says of her sartorial 
trademark. The pair also just produced 
an issue of Spot Zine, a publication with 
rotating artistic contributors created by 
their friend Pete Voelker, which will be 
sold at Opening Ceremony. And they 
both recently appeared in CK One’s new 
steamy, retro-feeling campaign video. 

Really, it all adds up to a true  
American saga of finding success by 
forging your own path. “I think just…,” 
Michael starts, before going silent for 
10 strange seconds. “Umm, I just got so 
distracted because I see this girl I know 
walking across the street and she’s...
limping?” she whispers. “OK, focus, Ali. 
I was just saying it all comes down to 
embracing being a human.” Amen to that.
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Everything you thought you 
knew about reproduction 
is shattered with one visit 
to Babyland, the palatial, 
White House-esque 
estate where Cabbage 
Patch Kids are “born.” 
Here, babies come from 
the Magic Crystal Tree: 
a purple, fairy-light-lit 
cabbage hill, covered in 
rotating doll heads, all 
staring out with beady, 
lifeless eyes. Every 20 
minutes or so, a “cabbage 
dilation warning” blasts 
over the loudspeaker, and 
there’s a flurry of elbowing 
and camera flashes. The 
attending doctor (all the 
employees at Babyland 
wear full nurse or doctor 
regalia) injects the tree 
with Imagicillin and 
“delivers” a naked baby. 
Cue a total audience freak-
out with screaming fights 
over who gets to “adopt” 
it. If you haven’t left and/
or had an existential crisis 
by now, this is a good time 
to check out one of the 
nurseries, complete with 
piped-in recordings of real 
babies cooing. And don’t 
forget the surgery room,  
a stark look at the tragedy 
of doll dismemberment.  
Speaking of the word  
doll, it should never be 
uttered inside Babyland 
General Hospital. To 
everyone but you, these  
are actual babies: Using 
the D-word makes things 
real uncomfortable. 

BABYLAND 
GENERAL HOSPITAL 
cleveland, ga

madelyn turner 
guards the gates 
of babyland. 
photographed by 
peter b. samuels.  



historic auto attractions, 
roscoe, il  the actual 
delorean from back to the 
future! the ecto-1 from 
ghostbusters! tons of jfk-
assassination ephemera! 

ed’s museum, wykoff, mn 
the elegantly curated life  
of a hoarder, complete  
with every tv guide issue 
from 1954 to 1989, ed’s 
string collection, and his 
dead cat in a box. not 
stuffed—just in a box.

allen county museum,  
lima, oh perhaps the 
holy grail of weird county 
museums: it’s got john 
dillinger’s death mask,  
an iron lung, and a dentist’s 
mid-century collection  
of objects swallowed  
by his patients. not to be 
missed are the animatronic 
taxidermy dioramas,  
lovingly crafted in 1902  
by a local undertaker- 
cum-shoe salesman. 

oasis bordello museum, 
wallace, id in the ‘80s, this 
was a working brothel, until 
whispers of an fbi raid led 
all the girls to ditch in a 
panic. after sitting vacant for 
years, it eventually was sold 
to new owners, who found 
everything just as it was on 
that fateful night in 1988, 
minus the girls. the solution: 
they stuck mannequins—
dressed as hookers—in each 
of the time-warped rooms, 
and opened for business.

musée mécanique, san 
francisco, ca a warehouse 
filled with hundreds of 
working vintage fortune-
teller machines, including 
a mechanized mannequin 
from the ‘40s that actually 
types out your fortune in 
front of you. and—bonus—
river phoenix shot part  
of dogfight here. 

creation evidence museum, 
glen rose, tx a quaint little 
place devoted to the idea 
that (duh) humans and 
dinosaurs lived together. 

butcher hollow, johnson 
county, ky in rural kentucky, 
the house loretta lynn grew 
up in still stands. stop in 
at webb grocery down the 
road, and ask for a tour  
from herman—loretta’s 
80-year-old brother. 

kurt cobain’s childhood 
home, aberdeen, wa you 
can’t go inside, but just 
knowing you’re 20 feet  
from kurt’s childhood 
mattress (yes, it’s still 
there) makes it the ultimate 
pilgrimage. also of note 
in aberdeen: young street 
bridge, which kurt may or 
may not have lived under.

graceland too, holly  
springs, ms the late, 
great paul mcleod was 
indisputably the king’s 
biggest fan. fueled by 
diet coke and whiskey, he 
welcomed visitors 24/7 
to his elvis-memorabilia-
packed mansion. with paul’s 
passing earlier this year,  
the tours will never be 
the same, but it’s still an 
outsider-art masterpiece. 

buddy holly plane crash 
site, clear lake, ia for full 
effect, visit this (very) 
desolate cornfield in the 
middle of the night. it’s 
supposedly haunted,  
with visitors frequently 
reporting a faint sound  
of strings playing the 
melody to “peggy sue.”

la monte young’s dream 
house, new york, ny 
in tribeca, there’s a room 
filled with purple light 
that’s been emitting the 
same constant drone for 
over 20 years. still relatively 
unknown by most new 
yorkers, its myth is only 
magnified by the fact  
that it’s maintained by  
the reclusive, genius 
composer la monte young.

big pink, west saugerties, 
ny bob dylan and the 
band’s legendary catskills 
hideaway is still there—and 
remains pepto-bismol pink. 
it’s private property, but 
the owners understand the 
site’s extreme historical 
significance, and are ok 
with a little poking around. 

graceland too

kurt cobain’s childhood home by keegan grandbois

historic auto attractions

creation 
evidence 
museum 
by keegan 
grandbois



Remember the It’s a Small World ride 
at Disneyland? That’s pretty much what 
grocery shopping here is like. The world’s 
largest dairy store turns casually picking 
up some cereal into one big, terrifying 
adventure. Before even entering the 
colossal, barnlike complex, you’re greeted 
with a petting zoo, an experience that 
turns a bit less “cute” when you’re holding 
fresh-cut bacon. As you navigate the 
mazelike aisles, keep an eye out for the 
animatronic, dancing vegetables flanked 
by robotic horses playing the theme to 
Deliverance. Oh, hey, there’s a guy in a 
giant cow costume holding a heaping tray 
of samples. A pastry assortment? Yes, yes, 
you will help yourself, thank you very much. 
You’re only halfway through that blueberry 
muffin bite when it’s time for the main 
event: the famous “Farm Fresh Five.” For 
Stew Leonard’s virgins, that’s a band of 
animatronic milk cartons with names like 
“Rich Milk” and “Pat Low Fat.” One might 
call their little ditties a brainwashing tool 
for children—after all, the lyrics are entirely 
about how cool Stew Leonard’s is, and  
how going anywhere else is very naughty—
but you know better than that. 

STEW LEONARD’S  
norwalk, ct

hala kahiki lounge, river 
grove, il in the suburbs  
of chicago sits a perfectly 
preserved 1960s tiki hut!

the cave, richland, mo  
it’s as if david lynch’s mind 
manifested a restaurant built 
into a limestone bluff. try the 
stalagmite burger special, 
because if you can finish it 
within 30 minutes, your meal 
is free. you’ll also get your 
photo added to the hall of 
fame, with all the other special 
people able to eat four pounds 
of ground beef in one sitting. 

everglades rod and gun 
club, everglades, fl a wood-
paneled gentleman’s club from 
the ‘20s, filled with stuffed 
barracuda, grandfather clocks, 
and mint green leather chairs.  

toledo, baylis, and 
collins freak out 
at stew leonard’s. 
photographed  
by zara mirkin.

kowloon, saugus, ma  
a sprawling chinese 
restaurant modeled after 
an ancient temple on the 
outskirts of boston. inside,  
it’s like an untouched cruise 
ship from the ‘70s. if that 
doesn’t sound weird enough 
for you, knock back some 
popcorn shrimp and check 
out the adjoining comedy 
club, which runs like a live 
public-access tv program. 

santa’s pub, nashville, tn 
santa’s pub is a double-wide 
trailer covered in twinkling 
christmas lights, plopped in 
the middle of a clearing in the 
woods. it’s the kind of place 
that leaves you with a lot of 
questions when you wake up 
the next afternoon. is karaoke 
ever a good life choice? who 

is this uncle bob that keeps 
texting me? was it even  
real—and if it is, should  
i just move there? 

ginny’s little longhorn 
saloon, austin, tx the night 
to go to ginny’s is sunday—
that’s when chicken shit 
bingo happens. emceed by 
the enigmatic dale watson— 
a local playboy who also 
happens to be an acclaimed 
country singer—the game 
is pretty self-explanatory: 
chickens are released onto 
a giant bingo board, and 
whoever has the number 
upon which the chicken,  
uh, defecates, is the winner. 

jumbo’s clown room,  
los angeles, ca  a clown-
themed bar/strip club where 
courtney love used to work. 

everglades rod and gun club 

by domenica cipollone

ginny’s little longhorn saloon



In the hills above New 
York City is America’s 
oldest and largest 
pet cemetery. There 
are some 80,000 
dead pets buried 
here, including one 
of Mariah Carey’s 
prized Jack Russell 
terriers. Also interred 
at Hartsdale is 
Goldfleck, the pet lion 
of Hungarian-born 
Princess Elisabeth 
Vilma Lwoff-Parlaghy. 
According to legend, 
the cub lived with 
Lwoff-Parlaghy in her 
14-room suite at the 
Plaza Hotel, along 
with a full menagerie 
that included an owl, 
two small alligators, 
and a bear. 

PET CEMETERY
hartsdale, ny

collins pays her 
respects to jaqui-
boy. photographed 
by zara mirkin.



mackii shaye 
photographed by 
felisha tolentino.



One of the last 
American myths, the 
Salton Sea is sort of 
an ugly stepchild for 
the California tourism 
board. Turning this 
place into a beach 
destination really  
didn’t work. For 
starters, the sea is 
actually a 300-square-
mile polluted lake 
in the middle of the 
Imperial desert. It’s like 
going to an apocalyptic 
third planet—startlingly 
quiet, heavy air, nothing 
for miles but sun-
bleached billboards.  
A few of the ‘50s beach 
towns are left—the 
most romanticized 
of which is Bombay 
Beach, population 
374: a jumble of 
deteriorating houses, 
boarded-up trailers, 
and a dollar-bill-
covered bar called  
the Ski Inn. 

SALTON SEA
salton city, ca



Wild Bill’s doesn’t really 
know what it wants to 
be, and we’re totally 
OK with that. Equal 
parts antique shop and 
pop-culture museum, 
the store portion of Bill’s 
empire was a pretty 
famous nightclub in the 
1940s. Now covered 
in a neon psychedelic 
mural, it’s apparently 
haunted by the ghosts 
of club nights past. Or 
so says the Connecticut 
Paranormal Investigation 
Society, which, until this 
February, headquartered 
here after-hours. Inside, 
the place is teeming with 
everything Bill likes‚ and 
whatever Bill likes, Bill 

WILD BILL’S 
NOSTALGIA 
CENTER
middletown, ct

buys. There are dead-
stock band patches, tons 
of vintage posters from 
the ‘70s, and millions of 
bobbleheads. Bill really 
likes bobbleheads. He 
also likes hanging things 
from the ceiling at odd 
angles: Look up and 
it’s Pee-Wee Herman’s 
bike and the disco 
ball from Studio 54. 
Outside, there’s a giant—
mostly complete—fun 
house, and the world’s 
largest jack-in-the-box‚ 
essentially a giant clown 
head, rigged inside an 
old corn silo. The clown 
head, Bill says, once 
belonged to the guy 
who played Captain 
Kangaroo—we swear 
we’re not making this up. 

baylis gets into the 
spirit of the place. 
photographed  
by zara mirkin.



don q inn, dodgeville, wi 
when the concierge tells 
you the bar is “just through 
the secret tunnel,” you know 
you’ve got a winner. the 
theme motel to end them all: 
igloo beds, a space-capsule 
suite, and a farrah fawcett-
autographed, full-sized 
airplane on the front lawn. 

best western movie manor, 
monte vista, co the world’s 
only drive-in-movie motel: 
all the rooms have large 
windows that look out on to 
massive screens that stand 
across the parking lot. the 
sound is piped in through 
your room’s radio. there’s 
even an on-site snack shack.

wigwam village inn #2,  
cave city, ky once a staple  
of the american highway, 
this is one of the last 
remaining wigwam  
motels. it’s the ultimate  
in genuine kitsch.

maine idyll motor court, 
freeport, me tiny cottages, 
deep in the maine woods, 
complete with a flickering 
neon sign—kind of like living 
in a stephen king novel, 
but way cuter. as a special 
bonus, it’s right down the 
street from the world’s only 
24-hour hunting megastore.

ufo watchtower, hooper, 
co the truth is out there—
especially along the 
so-called extraterrestrial 
highway, a strip of colorado 
desert with the most 
reported ufo sightings  
in the country. for 10  
dollars, you can camp in  
the watchtower’s “vortex-
filled” garden—abduction 
not included. 

Unless you hate fun, The Madonna 
Inn is heaven on earth. The whole 
place feels like a stoned version 
of Versailles—if it was on a horse 
farm, and Marie Antoinette was a 
deranged 1970s housewife with 
a floral obsession. There are 110 
themed rooms, so if you want to 
sleep in a horse-drawn carriage,  
you totally can. Love golfing? 
George Washington? Glitter walls? 
You’ve got it. Even the bathrooms 
are magical—if you’re into electronic 
bidets and waterfall urinals. Once 
you’ve properly explored (maybe 
gone for a dip in the rainbow-
chaise-surrounded grotto), get 
fancy, Madonna Inn-style, at The 
Gold Rush Steakhouse. It’s a pink 
fever dream from the princess 
chairs to the floral carpeting,  
offset by fake flower arrangements 
and ornate gold chandeliers. 

THE MADONNA INN 
san luis obispo, ca

the madonna inn 
photographed by 
beth garrabrant .



energy vortex, sedona, az 
ask around, or search out 
one of the juniper trees with 
twisted bark and stacks of 
rocks on its branches. that 
means you’re near one of 
arizona’s alleged “energy 
vortexes”: loosely defined 
as a different plane of 
being where your spiritual 
and psychic powers are 
enhanced. warning signs  
of entering a vortex: tingling 
skin, vibrating ground,  
and a weird feeling in  
your neck and shoulders. 

lily dale assembly, lily dale, 
ny since the late 1800s, 
lily dale has been a town 
inhabited only by mediums. 
in its storybook victorian 
cottages, readings to the 
otherworld are given year-
round, but the best time to 
go is in the summer. that’s 
when you can witness 
the free sessions at the 
“inspiration stump,”  
where a spirit medium 
stands near lily dale’s 
most revered tree stump 
and relays messages from 
the dead to unsuspecting 
members of the audience.  

strange maine, portland, 
me things purchased here 
on a recent visit: a metallica 
calendar from 1994, a vhs 
of a forgotten public access 
show from minnesota, and 
the hand-drawn comics  
of a lovelorn punk. 

henry’s ra66it ranch, 
staunton, il a route 66 gift 
shop with out-of-date (and 
therefore very cool) merch, 
owned by the charming 
rich, a guy who is obsessed 
with rabbits. if you’re really 
nice to rich, he’ll show you 
his secret bunny room, take 
you on a tour of the bunny 
graveyard, and wax poetic 
about montana, his late, 
prized flop-eared hare.

the shell factory, fort  
myers, fl for when you 
realize what’s actually 
missing in your life is a 
shell tissue holder. this 
gargantuan mecca to 
florida kitsch also (for some 
unknown reason) houses 
an african safari taxidermy 
collection in the back. 

rock and roll party store, 
hamtramck, mi every kind of 
liquor and party supply you 
could ever dream of, stacked 
floor to ceiling. they also 
sometimes sell cockatoos—
you can’t make this stuff up. 

san quentin state prison 
gift shop, san quentin, ca 
the latest in convicted felon 
chic, from one of america’s 
most notorious prisons. 

devil’s hole, amargosa 
valley, nv charles manson 
was so obsessed with 
this death valley cavern, 
he famously meditated 
here for three days 
straight, finally deciding 
the seemingly endless pit 
was the entrance to the 
underworld. although he 
was arrested before he 
could test his theory  
out, others have tried,  
and their bodies have  
never been found. 

great serpent mound, 
adams county, oh some 
people say it’s a pagan 
altar, but the real truth  
is that no one knows  
why there’s a 1,300-foot-
long, three-foot-high 
prehistoric-effigy-shaped 
grass mound in rural ohio.

salvation mountain

the shell factory

sedona energy vortex by nicole campanale

abby at the rock and roll party store

salvation mountain, niland, 
ca in the middle of the 
california desert, at the 
mouth of the salton sea, lies 
the brainchild of leonard 
knight: a three-story-tall, 
rainbow-colored concrete-
and-adobe shrine to the 
bible. it’s visually insane,  
but what’s even crazier 
is the 100-plus-degree 
weather he worked in, 
continuously, for 30 years. 
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A private home-turned-
acid nightmare—“house” 
is really a misnomer, 
it’s more of a complex 
of several structures, 
joined together by 
hallways straight out of 
a claustrophobe’s panic 
attack. Once you make 
it through the actual 
“house” section: an 
orange-shag-carpeted, 
Tiffany-lamp-lit 
bachelor pad from the 
‘70s, keep walking. 
There’s a life-size whale 
being eaten by a giant 
octopus. Thousands of 
dolls. Walk some more, 
and it’s a 32-piece, life-
size robotic orchestra 
playing the Beatles. 
After you make it 
through the cavern of 
forever-wound music 
boxes, you’ll finally hear 
the real soundtrack 
of The House on the 
Rock—a choir of gently 
weeping children 
(because some sadist 
decided to bill this as  
a children’s attraction). 
To be fair, it does have 
the world’s largest 
indoor carousel, but  
it’s Satan-themed. 

THE HOUSE 
ON THE ROCK
spring green, wi

thea andrus wanders the odd 
house’s pristine grounds. 
photographed by ryan lowry.
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“Three, two, three…” murmurs Nick 
Jonas to no one in particular as he 
strolls toward hole number four of a 
mini-golf course near New York City’s 
western edge. Apparently, he’s been 
keeping track of his score, which is 
news to me, his opponent/interviewer. 
“Don’t worry—I’m not competitive!” 
he says with a laugh before tapping 
the ball a little too far to the left. The 
Texan-turned-Jersey boy, who now 
calls California home, keeps a low 
profile in a hat and sunglasses, but as 
he takes a bow after sinking his final 
putt on the 18th hole, it’s clear Jonas 
wants everyone to know who’s won.

Of course, the 22-year-old is no 
stranger to winning. His band Jonas 
Brothers took home the prize for 
Breakthrough Artist at the 2008 
American Music Awards. By the 
time the guys had parted ways with 
Disney-owned Hollywood Records to 
go it alone in 2012, they’d sold more 
than 17 million albums worldwide. 
The group, made up of siblings Nick, 
Kevin, and Joe Jonas, split up last 
October—Nick and Joe to pursue 
solo projects, while Kevin turned his 
attention to fatherhood and running a 
custom homes business. 

This month, Island Records releases 
Nick’s new self-titled album. “I’m in 
a season of my life where I feel really 
fortunate to have had a whole career, 
and now I almost get to start over,” 
he says. But this is not the youngest 
Jonas’s first go-round on his own. 
Since childhood, he’s performed 
solo on Broadway and elsewhere, 
but a recording with his brothers 
caught the ear of an executive at 
Columbia, who signed the trio as a 
group. In 2009, while still a member 
of Jonas Brothers, he formed Nick 
Jonas & the Administration as a side 
project. Loosely modeled after Bruce 
Springsteen’s E Street Band, he 
toured the songs the following  
year with members of Prince’s  
New Power Generation.

Jonas’s current material is an even 
further migration from the boy-band 
persona he’s best known for: “I’ve 
opened my mind up to some different 
inspirations,” he says, citing his 
collaboration with rapper Angel Haze 
on “Numb,” which fuses his pop-rock 
sound with lots of bass, funky vocals, 
and a hip-hop interlude. 

He also worked with legendary NYC 
Pop artist Peter Tunney on the album 
visuals as well as a tongue-in-cheek 
video for its first single, pop-soul 
burner “Jealous.” “Everyone deals with 
it,” explains Jonas of the song’s overall 
theme. “There are moments when you 
just get it in your head—jealousy is 
a universal feeling, and the best way 
to deal with it is to listen to this song 
and have fun, dance, or do whatever.” 
When he hits the road to play the 
songs live, the shows will be “warm, 
fun, and intimate,” he says. “It will be 
great just to get my feet back under 
me and learn how to perform again.” 

Earlier in the day, we met at an 
old arcade in Chinatown, where 
Jonas tried his hand at the strength 
challenge. He held his own there 
as well as he did on the mini-golf 
course, no doubt due to his newly 
buff physique from training for a 
new mixed martial arts drama called 
Kingdom, which premiered last 
month on DirecTV. The role shows 
yet another side of the musician and 
actor. “It’s really intense and raw,” he 
says. “It doesn’t hold anything back.” 
Jonas is as curious as I am about how 
his longtime fans will react to the 
show and his new music: “I could sit 
here and try and guess who’s going  
to watch, but you never know until  
it’s up and out there.”

DON’T  
WORRY— 
I’M NOT 
COMPETITIVE!”

“
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full disclosure: 
jonas did not 
actually win this 
stuffed creature. 

grooming: casey 
geren at abtp.com 
using oribe.

smith 
shows off 
her tickets

http://abtp.com
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ACTRESS NATALIE MARTINEZ SAYS SHE 
IS READY FOR LARGER-THAN-LIFE 
ROLES ON THE SILVER SCREEN. NYLON 
APPROVES. BY JASON LAMPHIER. 
PHOTOGRAPHED BY GADIR RAJAB

RADAR

Chances are, the last time you saw Natalie Martinez, 
she was being flattened like a panini by a flying 
SUV. That was in the season two premiere of CBS’s 
summer hit Under the Dome, in which her tough-nut 
deputy sheriff Linda Esquivel met her maker after 
said dome put its magnetic powers to very nasty 
use. If it sounds a little ludicrous, the absurdity 
of her heroine’s fate isn’t lost on the Miami-born 
actress. “I was like, ‘Come on, Stephen King, you can 
kill me better than that,’” she says of the best-selling 
novelist, who executive-produced the series and 
wrote the book on which it was based.  

Yet here is Martinez, three months later, 
sitting in her Los Angeles apartment on a sunny 
Saturday morning, looking perfectly alive, perfectly 
disheveled, and perfectly radiant. It’s obvious she 
hasn’t been awake for long, but she is soon cracking 
jokes, proudly sharing her latest frittata recipe, and 
gushing over her beloved bulldogs, Moose and Nola, 
who have their own Instagram account. She reveals 
herself to be anything but the capital-A actress type. 
(Proof: her own Instagram profile reads, “It’s all shits 
and giggles until someone giggles and shits!”) 

While her success was in some part fueled by risk-
taking and tenacity—she left home at 17 to pursue 
modeling and acting—Martinez seems in no hurry 
to dive into heady art-house fare. What she really 
wants to be is a superhero. “I love action and doing 
stunts,” says Martinez in her sandpapery, sexy voice. 
And though she gravitates toward “strong-willed 
women,” having landed parts as a detective on 
both Detroit 1-8-7 and CSI: NY, the first-generation 
American starlet (her parents were born in Cuba) 
isn’t worried about being pigeonholed. “I’m a Latina 
actress and I’m playing a character named Jess 
Mullen, she says of her role in the upcoming ABC 
murder-mystery miniseries Secrets & Lies. “I don’t 
feel like I’m gonna be stereotyped, but if I am, you 
know what? Whatever, I’m working.”

These days, that’s an understatement. In addition 
to wrapping her run on Under the Dome and 
shooting Secrets & Lies opposite Ryan Phillippe and 
Juliette Lewis, Martinez has two new films. For next 
spring’s sci-fi pic Selfless, she teams up with another 
Ryan—Reynolds—in a creepy tale about body 
swapping, while Home Invasion marks her first  
stab at horror. Despite her penchant for high-octane 
thrill rides, she admits the latter was hardly a 
cakewalk. “Imagine being in a state of terror for  
12 hours a day,” she says. “You’re like, OK, and  
cry…and scream…and someone’s killing you.” 

Still, behind those tears and shrieks lies a 
mischievous, down-to-earth chick who doesn’t  
take herself too seriously. “I’ve always played these 
crazy, intense, dramatic roles,” says Martinez. “I’m 
dying for a comedy to come around so that I can 
just laugh at work.”THE RISE
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take me to 

funkytown
MINNEAPOLIS HIP-HOP COLLECTIVE GRRRL PRTY IS SHAKING THINGS UP. 

BY SAFY-HALLAN FARAH. PHOTOGRAPHED BY KYLE KOTAJARVI



IT’S A BEAUTIFUL 
TORNADO.”  —SHANNON BLOWTORCH 
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like a perfectly filled-in coloring 
book with the lines drawn by 
artists who came before them. 
Leaning against a wall, Manchita 
cites Dessa Darling, a 33-year-old 
Minneapolis rapper signed to 
the city’s famous Rhymesayers 
label, as someone who “did a lot 
for women” in a scene that hasn’t 
always been so kind to female 
musicians. The other girls nod 
in agreement. “Rhymesayers 
is a great record label—more 
power to them,” says Lizzo, the 
group’s breakout MC, who played 
a hometown show at the city’s 
legendary First Avenue club last 
night, and will head to New York 
City next week to perform on the 
Late Show With David Letterman.

Minneapolis mainstay Prince 
is also mentioned as a Grrrl 
Prty influence alongside Erykah 
Badu, Missy Elliott, Solange, 
and Beyoncé. “Manchita is like 
my Sasha Fierce,” says the MC, 
whose given name is Claire 
Monesterio. “I’m not really that 
cocky, and I’m not really talking 
shit to everyone I meet, but it  
is in there somewhere, and  
it comes out in this other  
medium, which is fun and 
exciting and empowering.”

DJ Shannon Blowtorch, who 
wears sunglasses indoors 
and exudes an aura of self-
assuredness that’s equal parts 
refreshing and intimidating, 
calls Grrrl Prty “a beautiful 
tornado.” Indeed, the success 
Lizzo has garnered since signing 
to Minneapolis’ Totally Gross 
National Product label has had 
a trickle-down effect on the 
collective, leading to a swirl of 
shows and press opportunities.

“Let ’em say what they wanna 
say,” sings Manchita, belting the 
words to “Let ’Em Say,” Lizzo’s 
new jam that features fellow Twin 
Cities rising star Caroline Smith. 
“A lot of the time, the negative 

stuff we get, it’s from men,” adds 
Manchita. “And I feel like, ‘Yeah, 
it’s probably gonna make you feel 
a little uncomfortable. Sorry.’” 
The sound of her laughter fills the 
bathroom like dry ice. The rest 
of the girls lean quietly against 
the bathroom stalls and sinks. 
“Onstage, I feel like I get to let  
a little bit of the man in me out,” 
continues Manchita, grabbing  
her crotch.

Quinn Wilson, who sings backup 
for the group and serves as Grrrl 
Prty’s art director, takes a break 
from applying Lizzo’s makeup to 
confirm Manchita’s statement: 
“She lets her dick out onstage.” 

The girls smile when asked 
to describe their audience. 
“Remember the hip-hop knitter?” 
asks Lizzo, referring to a fan who 
brought a bag of yarn to a show 
and proceeded to knit to the beat. 

“I feel like people who 
come out to our shows don’t 

necessarily even like rap music,” 
says Manchita. Her voice lilts 
at the end like she’s asking a 
question rather than making 
an observation, as if even she 
is unsure of what their group’s 
existence means within the scene.

Wilson has a working theory: 
“Everything that I do outside of 
Grrrl Prty, I put back into Grrrl 
Prty—design and makeup and 
clothing and everything goes right 
back into this pot of women,” 
she says. Gesturing wildly as she 
speaks, it’s clear that Wilson, a 
makeup artist for M.A.C by day 
and a visual artist by night, says 
as much with her hands as she 
does with her words. 

For Manchita, Grrrl Prty is life 
itself: “I can’t be a happy person 
or a helpful person if I’m not 
making music, so I’ve accepted 
that. I’m no longer fighting it.” 

These days, Minnesota feels like 
the land of 10,000 male rappers, 
making the ladies of Grrrl Prty— 
a Minneapolis-based hip-hop 
collective—unlikely but undeniable 
stars. It’s fitting, then, that our 
interview is being conducted in an 
unusual yet familiar setting: the 
women’s restroom of The Depot 
Tavern, a bar where many of the 
city’s MCs cut their teeth. 

The lavatory is nondescript  
and poorly lit. The noise of 
patrons’ conversations seep 
through the walls as freely as  
beer flows from the bar’s taps.  
One small blessing: Even though 
the word tavern usually implies 
a piss-and-poutine scent, the 
restroom is surprisingly odorless.

“It’s just fresh,” says Sophia Eris, 
patting her soft curls. But she’s 
not referring to the ladies’ room. 
She’s talking about Grrrl Prty, and 
explaining how the collective is 
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Thomas Weil and Quentin Weisbuch 
were just two graphic designers in 
search of a more exciting midday meal 
when they began conducting the early 
experiments that would eventually grow 
into Fat & Furious Burgers. Utilizing 
their former employer Polymago’s 
spacious kitchen, the duo worked on a 
rough concept for a burger and cooked 
together in the little free time they had 
each week. Increasingly proud of their 
creations, they started posting photos 
of the burgers on Tumblr, and it all 
snowballed from there. Two years later, 
the affair between their craft (visual arts) 
and passion (beef) has reached a fever 
pitch, now boasting a devout following 
online, one-off burger collaborations 
with prestigious restaurants in Paris, 
their own graphic design agency, 
Furious, and an eponymous hardcover. 
We recently caught up with the guys 
behind the project, and let us tell you, 
there are plenty more burgers where that 
first one came from. BUSRA ERKARA

How does the idea for a certain burger 
come to you? At the beginning, we  
were just trying to have a big lunch.  

fat & 
furious 
burger

anything 
that moves

We still have this ritual to try to 
make something new every week: 
We sit down and pick a theme 
from things that are inspiring and 
everyone knows about. We make 
sketches, run to the supermarket, 
cook, and shoot it very quickly. 

Now that your blog is really 
popular, do you feel pressure to 
come up with new and better ideas 
constantly? There is more pressure 
when we are creating a burger for 
a new restaurant, really. We don’t 
cook that well; for us, it’s almost 
always about the visual. When it’s 
not just the two of us eating the 
burgers, we have to make very 
specific ingredient choices.

Your first book, Fat & Furious 
Burger, just came out. What’s on 
the horizon? We want to work on 
a new project, it could be kebabs, 
spaghetti, or pizza—we don’t know 
yet. We just want to prove that 
creativity and other ways of thinking 
can change the way you look at  
a burger, or really, anything. 

Using the phrase "anything that moves” 
to describe another culture's eating habits 
used to be an insult. “Now,” says New Yorker 
writer and modern foodie Dana Goodyear, “it 
is a foodie-to-foodie brag, used to celebrate 
unchecked appetite." Lately, gourmet meals 
are marked by how challenging they are to 
obtain or eat; food should be as dangerous 
as it is delicious—sometimes even more so. 
Goodyear stops at nothing to prove this in 
her fascinating book, diving headfirst into the 
world of pet-eating, bug-farming, and near-
death experiences in the name of "dining for 
sport." From consuming whales, bees, and raw 
chicken to literally drinking blood, Anything 
That Moves explores the adventurous, thrilling, 
grotesque, delicious lives of the modern 
American foodie. SOFIA LYONS 

Fall is upon us, which means five 
o’clock arrives an hour early. In honor 
of this issue’s American theme, we’ve 
asked Chicago’s Paris Club & Bistro 
for its most stars-and-stripes-inspired 
cocktail. Here, master mixologist Paul 
McGee shares his Star Daisy recipe, 
and explains why the Founding 
Fathers would’ve enjoyed the drink  
as much as the next NYLON girl. BE

Could you tell us a little bit about the 
Star Daisy? It’s a delicious classic 
cocktail, and the first time I saw it 
was in Trader Vic’s Bartender’s Guide 
from 1947. It has apple brandy and 
American gin—and I use Laird’s 
[which has distilled brandy in the U.S. 
since 1698] seven-and-a-half-year-
old apple brandy and Aviation gin 
from Portland. It’s a classic sour, so 
it has lemon juice as acid, and the 
sweetener is simple syrup and orange 
curaçao. It really allows the flavor of 
the apple brandy to play front and 
center. You get a little bit of a dryness 
and cool botanicals in the gin, and the 
finish has an orange note to it.i
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Tell us about  

your background.

Denzel: I’m apparently 70 
percent Western African, 
26 percent European,  
and the other 4 percent  
is Indian and Asian.  
Will: I’m Cajun, which  
is more of a culture than 
an ethnicity, but growing 
up we had no idea what 
our true genetic ethnicity 
was. We assumed we 
were Irish, French, and 
German because of 
hearsay within the family, 
but no one knew for sure. 

Why is it important  

for people to learn 

about their background?

Lenox: It’s so cool finding 
out about the different 
people who came  
together to create each 
one of us. Traditions  
can be a beautiful 
reminder of them. 
Adam: It is important 
to learn about your 
background so that 
you can pass down the 
important traditions of 
your heritage and culture 
to future generations.

How has your heritage 

influenced your life?

Will: It’s more than my 
genetic makeup or where  
I come from. Our heritage 
is about family and  
what legacy we leave  
on this Earth. I cherish  
the memories I have  
made with my family  
as we uphold our 
traditions and culture. 
Matthew: The idea  
that I was Native 
American influenced  
my life quite a bit, so  
after learning that this  
was false, I came to realize 
the power of perception. 
Be what you want to be! 

What is your most 

cherished cultural 

tradition?

Raelia: The annual 
Odunde Festival in 
Philadelphia, which 
celebrates African culture. 
Mirjana: In Serbia, we 
throw an annual Krsna 
Slava. It is the most 
solemn day of the year 
and a beautiful and unique 
expression of faith for  
all Orthodox Serbs.  
It has played a vital role  
in the history of the 
Serbian people.

Who taught you the most 

about your ancestry?

Keith: I asked a lot of 
questions growing up,  
so my grandparents, 
aunts, uncles, and cousins.
Denzel: Family, of course, 
and then Ancestry.com.

What element of your 

cultural history is 

your favorite to share? 
Mirjana: Serbian food, 
which is characterized  
by elements of Serbia  
and the former Yugoslavia. 
A national dish in Serbia 
and Bosnia is cevapi. 
Usually five to 10 hand-
rolled pieces of meat are 
served on a plate or in  
a flatbread with chopped 
onions, sour cream, 
kajmak, ajvar, cottage 
cheese, minced red 
pepper, and salt.
Shei: I love Vietnamese 
art. It’s so beautiful, 
elegant, and sophisticated, 
and always tells the most 
wonderful stories. 

ADVE RTISE M E N T

This cycle’s stars of America’s Next Top Model 
learned more about their family’s history for 
a shoot that celebrated each model’s lineage. 
Here, they talk about their heritage.
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the cult of pink
Ever so poetic and acoustically inclined, Ariel 
Pink is the original post-Internet-age lo-fi 
bedroom musician. From the mid-’90s to the 
mid-’00s, the Los Angeles-based artist put 
out countless indie-pop releases, which led 
to collaborations with the godfather of DIY 
music-making, R. Stevie Moore, as well as 
contemporaries like Matt Fishbeck and John 
Maus. In 2008, he formed the band Haunted 
Graffiti, which signed to 4AD shortly after. For  
the band’s first official release on the label, 
Pink dove into the stacks to assemble his most 
clear-cut progeny to date, Before Today, in 2010, 
followed by 2012’s Mature Themes. With this 
month’s pom pom, Pink’s multilayered, bizarrely 
enchanting solo work will keep his cultish 
following on its toes. Sincerely obsessed  
with the album, we met up with America’s  
most unlikely rock star in New York City’s 
Chinatown on a cloudy day. BUSRA ERKARA

Even though pom pom is a solo album, you’ve 
called it “by far, the least ‘solo’ record I’ve ever 
recorded.” There are a lot of guest players and 
collaboration—Jason Pierce from Spiritualized, 
Kim Fowley, Don Bolles, Piper Kaplan from 
Puro Instinct, Soko, and all the guys in the band 
[Kenny Gilmore, Tim Koh, and Jorge Elbrecht]. 

You can’t have complete control of making music 
unless you’re doing it alone, so there are lots 
of elements that are left to chance when you 
collaborate. I love dealing with that challenge.

There are a lot of influences from different eras  
in the album—it’s like what you might hand off  
to an alien if they wanted a time capsule of 20th-
century music on earth. All of my music seems  
to be a hat-tip to an earlier era. I love history.  
I’m surprised I’m even touring and that there  
are people who like what I do. I’m happy they do. 

But many of the lyrics are unmistakably 
contemporary, with lines like, “I backed up all 
my pictures on my iCloud/ so you can see me 
when I die” in “Picture Me Gone.” There’s always 
a temptation to do what you’re not supposed to 
do. One thing you’re not supposed to do is make 
your music dated, and we have markers that will 
be passé very quickly. The year 2014 is very new 
to people now, but I know it will be very old, very 
soon. I wrote that song from the point of view of 
a father of today, leaving his family album to his 
kid. It occurred to me that, not too far into the 
future, there aren’t going to be any hard pictures 
to leave to the kids—everything will be online. 
There won’t be any hard evidence that anyone 
has existed. My kids can look me up on  
Pitchfork or something.

Native America’s “Naturally Lazy”—the snug, 
lounging anthem from their debut studio 
album, Grown Up Wrong (out November 18 
via Inflated Records)—is one of those songs 
that’s easier to love than chocolate, or even 
the kid from Jerry Maguire. A well-spent 
afternoon with the LP proves that it’s not a 
one-off single, either; the track heralds an 
entire album of complex, well-made tunes. 
Part indie rock (think early Strokes) and part 
dream pop (Beach House, Youth Lagoon), the 
New Orleans four-piece isn’t afraid to flirt 
with different genres, from good old rock ‘n’ 
roll (“Rabo”) to ska punk (“Dance With Me”) 
to lo-fi (“Well Understood”). Two things we 
can guarantee here: Grown Up Wrong will 
hold your hand through the dark, dreary 
month that is November, and you will likely 
hear Native America’s name a whole lot  
more in the year to come. BE

Hotel rooms are usually the easiest—and 
most revealing—place to interview an out-of-
town artist, so as a longtime entertainment 
journalist, I’ve found myself in the temporary 
fortresses of countless musicians. But up until 
this point, the grisly aftermath (smashed TVs, 
etc.) had been solely the territory of tireless 
housekeeping employees. That is about to 
change—at New York City’s luxe W Union 
Square, where from now through May one 
can book the “Just Missed You” suite, a room 
designed to look as though it had recently 
been vacated by Charli XCX. Thankfully, 
the “Break the Rules” singer-songwriter is a 
more polite hotel guest than her music might 
suggest, and the only things she’s left behind 
on the immaculate, fluffy bed are a pink satin 
slip, Chanel eye cream, an A.P.C. scented 
candle, a Steepletone portable record player, 
and a copy of Connan Mockasin’s Caramel on 
vinyl (all included in the suite’s starting rate of 
$700). Now, that’s fancy! MELISSA GIANNINI

room xcx

native america
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Live, acoustic shows are music to our ears. Bands play, artists are seen 
and new music is discovered. Music lovers can mingle with the band. 
And this fall we celebrate our 100th hotel opening. 100 shows. 100 hotels. 
100 Days of Music. This is Live At Aloft Hotels.

©2014 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, Aloft and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates. 
For full terms and conditions, visit alofthotels.com. Not all properties are participating in this offer.

For full schedule, check out: LiveAtAloftHotels.com 

Book now and enjoy two free drinks.  alofthotels.com/wxyzbar

Different. By design.

HUSH
 Not on your itinerary. 

http://alofthotels.com
http://LiveAtAloftHotels.com
http://alofthotels.com/wxyzbar
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helping you maintain
what we’re looking 
at this month

Photographer Letha Wilson spends hours 
in the darkroom printing her images, only 
to drastically alter them soon after. In her 
practice, concrete often disrupts traditional 
photographic mounting techniques, while 
folds and texture in the images’ surfaces 
help reimagine subject matter. Wilson’s 
newest body of work will be on view this 
November, and includes the heaviest pieces 
she’s made to date, weighing between 300 
and 400 pounds. “When I pour these it’s a 
one-shot situation, so it’s like a performance 
at that moment,” says Wilson. In addition to 
her photographic representations of black 
lava rock, green ferns, and palm fronds from 
the Pacific, the show will also feature a site-
specific installation that will pierce through 
the gallery walls. EMILY MCDERMOTT

LETHA WILSON AT  
HIGHER PICTURES
november 20 – december 20

In 2012, six months after 
Netflix announced it would 
fund a revival of the cult show 
Arrested Development, three 
episodes of an independent 
sleeper comedy called High 
Maintenance appeared on 
Vimeo. Now in its fifth season 
(premiering on November 11), 
it will become the first original 
series funded by the video-
sharing website. Written, 
directed, and produced by the 
husband-and-wife team Ben 
Sinclair and Katja Blichfeld, 
High Maintenance tells the 
very New York City stories of  
a string of city dwellers, 
loosely bound to one 
another through The Guy, 
a.k.a. their weed dealer 
(played by Sinclair). Thanks 
to impeccable writing, 
and romantic, cinematic 
sensibilities, the show has 
created its own subculture 
of raging fans (including 
our October cover girl Tavi 
Gevinson), which will likely 
grow after this new season. 
We recently met up with 
Sinclair and Blichfeld to  
ask, well, how does their 
garden grow these days. 
BUSRA ERKARA 

How did you first come up 
with the idea for the show?
KB: We just wanted to make 
something short; and we 
started brainstorming ideas 
that would translate to a short-
form template. One of the first 
actors we wanted to work with 
was our sister-in-law, Bridget 
Moloney (who appears in the 
very first episode, “Stevie”). 
She is a funny, lovable 
neurotic, and a great actress. 
She lived in L.A., but we heard 
she was coming to town for a 
wedding and we could have a 
day with her. She’s our family 
so we knew she’d do it for free.

There is a lot of detail to  
what goes on the screen. 
How do you make sure  
it all gets in there?
KB: We think a lot about how 
we can visually explore a 
character without having them 
say, “I like these things.” We’d 
rather just show you those 
on their bookshelf. It moves 
things along quicker and it 
makes the audience feel like 
we’re giving them some credit, 
too, which people have been 
really responsive to.
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The show has relatable, 
current themes, but the 
narratives are very specific. 
How do you come up  
with the story lines? 
BS: The kernels of these 
stories are wrought from true 
life and I guess we can dress 
those stories up any way we 
want to. The show is so open-
jawed that it’s hard not to be 
like, “Remember that time 
we freaked out and we had to 
go to the hospital? Let’s just 
put a weed dealer in there 
somewhere.”

High Maintenance grew a lot 
over the last two years, would 
you say things have changed?
BS: We’re still growing, but it’s 
more of an organic graduation 
to the next level. We’re still 
doing and accepting a lot of 
favors like shooting in friends’ 
apartments and trying to 
maintain the scrappy feel. 

What is your favorite  
thing about the show? 
BS: We are just so happy  
to be so free. We don’t have 
to write ourselves into corners 
and figure out a way to get out 
of them. We can be like—
KB: “Oh, no one liked that 
person? Well, I guess you  
won’t see them again!” 

now watching

It’s not always easy to picture what public 
figures were like before they became 
imprinted in our minds with a certain 
image—or who they are when they change 
into their pajamas. This is especially 
true of famed British physicist Stephen 
Hawking, a genius more often recognized 
for his wheelchair than his theories on 
black holes. The Theory of Everything, 
however, does a tremendous job portraying 
Hawking’s (Eddie Redmayne) life with his 
biggest supporter and ex-wife Jane (Felicity 
Jones). Based on Jane Hawking’s memoir, 
Travelling to Infinity: My Life With Stephen, 
the biopic seamlessly encircles Stephen 
Hawking’s days at Cambridge before the 
diagnosis, his marriage and fatherhood, the 
development of his theories, and the love 
between him and Jane—all with just the 
perfect amount of universe talk. BE

THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING



THE ROSE ROOM
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on the 
open road
Few things are as American as  
the road trip: After WWII, the 
notion became the domain of 
cuffed-Levi’s-clad youths, who  
took to their cars, crossed the 
country, and drove to Mexico 
to smoke pot (Kerouac and 
company in On the Road), or 
built motorcycles and joined 
gangs. These are the adventures 
that established the importance 
of the leather jacket, the Beat 
Generation, and James Dean. 

But does the road trip still  
live up to that romantic notion 
today? Pushing beyond mid-
century nostalgia, Aperture’s  
The Open Road attempts to 
answer this through contemporary 
photographs. Justine Kurland’s 
work, for example, captures 
the less idyllic side of life on 
the road. In one photo, a couple 
stands near a shabby trailer and a 
hand-painted sign reading SPARE 
SOME GAS. In another, a young 
redheaded girl sits on an open 
tailgate playing an accordion. “I 
recognized something emblematic 
about her posture as it connected 
to a certain American mythology, 
à la Woody Guthrie,” says Kurland.

 Another photographer, Alec 
Soth, highlights On the Road and 
Robert Frank’s The Americans 
as the greatest influences on 
our modern perception of the 
road trip. “Movies like Sideways 

or Sherman’s March are more 
like my experience than Easy 
Rider,” he says. There’s something 
melancholy to his series “Sleeping 
by the Mississippi,” for which 
he traveled along the river, 
photographing dreary figures and 
landscapes. “What is surprising 
is how the river manages to 
keep mustering up that boyish 
wanderlust that Twain describes,” 
explains Soth. It was the same 
urge that led him to encounters 
with subjects like Adelyn in New 
Orleans, who let him shoot her in 
exchange for a beer. “I met her the 
day after Mardi Gras, and she was 
still partying,” he says. “She later 
told me the ashes on her forehead 
were actually from a cigarette.” 

And then, there is art world 
wunderkind Ryan McGinley’s work, 
which documents the travels of 
other millennials—friends who 
run through fields and across 
empty roads, naked except for the 
occasional pair of Chucks. As the 
book tells it, these are the first 
members of a generation to never 
know “a world without mobile 
phone cameras or social media.” 
So although it may seem like 
escapism, the magic is short-lived, 
for as soon as McGinley’s models 
put their clothes back on, their 
phones will buzz with overdraft 
notices and iCal reminders to  
pay rent. REBECCA BATES

favorite diner i like 
nicely’s on the edge of 
yosemite national park. 
roomy, full of light, 
slightly retro, and a 
great meeting place.

we asked the open 
road  curator david 
campany about his 
roadside favorites.

the best non-sight 
sight on the road 
i remember looking 
for the road where 
cary grant was 
chased by a plane 
in hitchcock’s north 
by northwest. i 
never found it.

favorite natural 
wonder baja, 
california—the end 
of the peninsula 
feels like one of 
the most remote 
places on earth.

most surreal on-
the-road experience 
driving slightly too fast 
three miles outside of 
gila bend, arizona,  
i was caught speeding 
by a helicopter. 

Lindsay Hunter showcased her eerie 
talent for drumming up controversial 
narratives in her two short-story 
collections, Don’t Kiss Me and Daddy’s. 
This month, her trademark vexed 
subject matter is given the time it 
deserves in her debut novel, Ugly Girls. 
Centered around the toxic, Thirteen-like 
friendship of Baby Girl and Perry, the 
book chronicles the digital-age ascent 
to adulthood. As the pair independently 
grapple with changing family dynamics 
and sexuality, they are brought closer 
together after being targeted by a 
thirtysomething online predator. Hunter 
captures both millennial despondency 
and increasing self-consciousness (in 
the face of projecting an online self) in a 
realistic, irrevocable way—not something 
most first-time novelists can say they’ve 
accomplished. YASMEEN GHARNIT

As children, we’re taught to avoid certain 
topics in polite company. As a seasoned 
author, Meghan Daum knows they’re 
the building blocks of staggeringly good 
essays. That said, her latest collection is 
no confessional. In the intro she states, 
“While some of the details I include may 
suggest that I’m spilling my guts, I can 
assure you that for every one of those 
details there are hundreds I’ve chosen to 
leave out.” In a post-Not That Kind of Girl 
world, it’s a bold statement, one that’s 
echoed in “The Joni Mitchell Problem,” 
the essay that serves as the book’s heart. 
A perfect piece of writing, it swerves 
between analysis and fawning and 
switches points of view like its subject 
changes time signatures. As a critic, it’s 
best to avoid comparisons, but one is 
unavoidable: Daum is her generation’s 
Joan Didion. MELISSA GIANNINI

ugly girls

the unspeakable

by lindsay hunter

by meghan daum
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 shopping  
list

3.1 phillip lim available at 
48 great jones st., nyc, 646.780.1640
a&c clothing see ac-clothing.com
adam selman see openingceremony.us 
adidas originals 
see adidas.com/us/originals
ag see agjeans.com
alexander wang see alexanderwang.com
alexis bittar see alexisbittar.com
alibi see alibinyc.com
alice + olivia by stacey bendet 
see aliceandolivia.com
american apparel 
see americanapparel.net
american eagle outfitters see ae.com
artelier nicole miller see nicolemiller.com
asos see asos.com
ayaka nishi see ayakanishi.com
[blanknyc] see blanknyc.com
bcbgmaxazria see bcbg.com
billy reid call 212.598.9355
brian lichtenberg 
see brianlichtenberg.com
brixton see brixton.com
boyy available at 
bergdorf goodman stores nationwide
buffalo david bitton see buffalojeans.com
calvin klein collection available at 
654 madison ave., nyc, 212.292.9000
calvin klein jeans see mytheresa.com
carolee see lordandtaylor.com
chapel nyc found by patrick matamoros 
call 718.536.0549
cheap monday see cheapmonday.com
circus by sam edelman 
see circusbysamedelman.com
coach see coach.com
cole haan see colehaan.com
coordinates collection 
see coordinatescollection.com 

creatures of comfort 
see shop.creaturesofcomfort.us
creatures of the wind available at ikram,
15 e. huron st., chicago, il, 312.587.1000
cynthia rowley see cynthiarowley.com
daang goodman for tripp nyc 
see trashandvaudeville.com
dannijo see dannijo.com
danskin see danskin.com
david yurman available at 
712 madison ave., nyc, 212.752.4255
denim & supply ralph lauren 
see denimandsupply.com
diane von furstenberg see dvf.com
dkny available at select dkny stores
durango see durangoboots.com
elizabeth and james 
see saksfifthavenue.com
emilio pucci see saksfifthavenue.com
forever 21 see forever21.com
free people see freepeople.com
gap see gap.com
genetic see geneticlosangeles.com
guess see shop.guess.com
hilfiger collection call 212.223.1824
hood by air available at riccardi boston,
116 newbury st., boston, ma, 617.266.3158
hue available at macy’s stores nationwide
huf see hufworldwide.com
i still love you nyc see islynyc.com
icb see icbnyc.com
j brand available at 
select neiman marcus stores
jenni kayne see jennikayne.com
joe fresh see joefresh.com
joomi lim see joomilim.com
karen walker see karenwalker.com
kate spade new york see katespade.com
kenzo see openingceremony.us
kim haller available at opening ceremony, 
35 howard st., nyc, 212.219.2688

la mer collections 
see lamercollections.com
laruicci see laruicci.com
levi’s see levi.com
lisa perry see lisaperrystyle.com
loeffler randall see loefflerrandall.com
marc by marc jacobs available at 
marc by marc jacobs stores nationwide
marc jacobs see marcjacobs.com
miansai see miansai.com
michael kors see michaelkors.com
michael michael kors 
see michaelkors.com
michelle campbell 
see campbellcollections.com
milly see milly.com
oscar de la renta available at 
oscar de la renta stores nationwide
opening ceremony 
see openingceremony.us
palace costume see palacecostume.com 
pamela love see pamelalovenyc.com
pendleton see urbanoutfitters.com
penfield see penfield.com
pixie market see pixiemarket.com
polo ralph lauren see ralphlauren.com
proenza schouler available at 
121 greene st., nyc, 212.420.7300
pure dkny available at 
select dkny stores nationwide
rachel comey see lagarconne.com
rag & bone see rag-bone.com
ralph lauren black label 
see ralphlauren.com
ralph lauren collection 
see ralphlauren.com
ralph lauren vintage jewelry 
see ralphlauren.com/polo
ray-ban available at 
sunglass hut stores nationwide
reformation see thereformation.com

rosie assoulin available at 
the room at hudson bay, 176 yonge 
st., toronto, canada, 416.861.4491
roxy see roxy.com
ruthie davis see ruthiedavis.com
sanuk see sanuk.com
sea available at canary, 
4609 west lovers ln., dallas, 
tx, 214.351.4400
silver jeans co. see silverjeans.com
steve madden see stevemadden.com
stüssy see stussy.com
suno see sunony.com
tableaux vivants 
see tableauxvivantsdesign.com
tanya taylor see avenue32.com
the frye company
see thefryecompany.com
the kooples see thekooples.com
thrasher see shop.thrashermagazine.com
tibi see tibi.com
tory burch see toryburch.com
true religion available at 
true religion stores nationwide
vans see vans.com
vera wang see shopbop.com
vince see vince.com
volcom see volcom.com
what goes around comes around 
see whatgoesaroundnyc.com
white + warren see whiteandwarren.com
white crow see altardstate.com
wildfox see wildfox.com
zimmermann see zimmermannwear.com

http://agjeans.com
http://alexanderwang.com
http://alexisbittar.com
http://alibinyc.com
http://aliceandolivia.com
http://americanapparel.net
http://ae.com
http://nicolemiller.com
http://asos.com
http://ayakanishi.com
http://blanknyc.com
http://bcbg.com
http://brianlichtenberg.com
http://brixton.com
http://buffalojeans.com
http://mytheresa.com
http://lordandtaylor.com
http://cheapmonday.com
http://circusbysamedelman.com
http://coach.com
http://colehaan.com
http://coordinatescollection.com
http://cynthiarowley.com
http://trashandvaudeville.com
http://dannijo.com
http://danskin.com
http://denimandsupply.com
http://dvf.com
http://durangoboots.com
http://saksfifthavenue.com
http://saksfifthavenue.com
http://forever21.com
http://freepeople.com
http://gap.com
http://geneticlosangeles.com
http://shop.guess.com
http://hufworldwide.com
http://islynyc.com
http://icbnyc.com
http://jennikayne.com
http://joefresh.com
http://joomilim.com
http://karenwalker.com
http://katespade.com
http://lamercollections.com
http://laruicci.com
http://levi.com
http://lisaperrystyle.com
http://loefflerrandall.com
http://marcjacobs.com
http://miansai.com
http://michaelkors.com
http://michaelkors.com
http://campbellcollections.com
http://milly.com
http://palacecostume.com
http://pamelalovenyc.com
http://urbanoutfitters.com
http://penfield.com
http://pixiemarket.com
http://ralphlauren.com
http://lagarconne.com
http://ralphlauren.com
http://ralphlauren.com
http://thereformation.com
http://roxy.com
http://ruthiedavis.com
http://sanuk.com
http://silverjeans.com
http://stevemadden.com
http://stussy.com
http://sunony.com
http://tableauxvivantsdesign.com
http://avenue32.com
http://thefryecompany.com
http://thekooples.com
http://shop.thrashermagazine.com
http://tibi.com
http://toryburch.com
http://vans.com
http://shopbop.com
http://vince.com
http://volcom.com
http://whatgoesaroundnyc.com
http://whiteandwarren.com
http://altardstate.com
http://wildfox.com
http://zimmermannwear.com
http://openingceremony.us
http://adidas.com/us/originals
http://ac-clothing.com
http://shop.creaturesofcomfort.us
http://openingceremony.us
http://ralphlauren.com/polo
http://rag-bone.com
http://www.kinky-curly.com
http://openingceremony.us


party down
Nylon has been busy making 

sure the fun doesn’t stop. 

IT GIRL PROM
On October 6, we toasted our October It Girl issue at Gilded  
Lily in NYC, prom-style! The event was attended by some of our 
favorite cool girls, including Ashley Smith, Natalia Kills, Mia Moretti, 
and Petra Collins, who sipped on Chandon mini bottles and took 
prom-themed pics. Guests danced the night away to DJ sets by  
Kitty Cash and Vashtie Kola, while our girl-crush Charli XCX  
brought the house down with a special performance of some  
of her hit songs, such as “Boom Clap” and “Break the Rules.” 

REBEL FASHION EVENT

TO SEE ALL OF OUR PARTY PICS , CHECK 
OUT THE GALLERIES ON NYLON .COM

In honor of our September issue and New York Fashion 
Week, we invited our friends to Tao Downtown Lounge 
in Manhattan to celebrate! Guests like Joe Jonas, 
Margaux Brooke, Gabe Saporta, Mayer Hawthorne, 
G-Eazy, and Paris Hilton enjoyed a special performance 
by Tinashe, DJ sets by Jarlos and May Kwok, and  
VIP goodie bags featuring awesome gifts from  
Gatsby, Juicy Couture Fragrance, and Botkier. 

BEAUTY AWARDS
On September 3, we honored our  
2014 Beauty Hit List Award Winners  
at the Gansevoort Park Avenue in NYC. 
Beauty industry VIPs mixed and mingled 
with NYLON’s Editor-in-Chief, Michelle 
Lee, and Senior Beauty Editor, Jade 
Taylor, while enjoying beauty-themed 
cocktails, a PHHHOTO booth,  
and rooftop-terrace views of NYC. 

http://NYLON.COM


peanut gallery
bag, 398, coach x peanuts
doll, not for sale, snoopy's sister belle by isabel marant; hat, $128, a bathing ape x peanuts; sports bra, $65, nike; sunglasses, $380, marc jacobs; folio, $120, coach x peanuts; sneakers, $160, new balance; sweatshirt, $20, 

forever 21; alexa lace and alexa leather nail polish, $15 each, nails inc.; lip tar matte in pool boy, $18, obsessive compulsive cosmetics; pure color lipstick in 140 undressed, $16, ck one; nirvana white and nirvana black 

perfume oil, $35 each, elizabeth and james; read my lips lipgloss wow!, $15, the balm; smart wand tinted face stick in 210 light, $42, marc jacobs beauty; modster smooth ride supercharged eyeliner in dark blue, $19, 

ardency inn; tarred + feathered lip balm duo, $18, obsessive compulsive cosmetics; scandaleyes rockin’ curves mascara, $6, rimmel london; bb. all-style blow dry, $30, bumble and bumble; artistique blush in se pomponner 

and ponceau, $32 each, surratt; limited edition soft touch eyeshadow in admiration, $29.50, chanel; snoopy key fob, $95, coach x peanuts; high voltage classic cream semi-permanent hair color in pillarbox red, $14, manic 

panic; baiser de neiges body veil parfumé, $45, lise watier; leather hangtags, $20 each, coach x peanuts. photographed by will anderson. packed by dani stahl

CHARLES M. SCHULZ'S BELOVED CARTOON CHARACTERS GET 
COZY WITH FUN FALL ACCESSORIES AND EXTRAS. 

— B A G  C H E C K



http://www.kangol.com
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http://www.cartier.us

